American Occupational Health Conference

AOHC DENVER

April 23-26, 2017
Dear Colleagues, Friends, and Guests:

Welcome to Denver! AOHC 2017 will be our 102nd annual meeting. For over a century ACOEM has set the standard of excellence in worker and workplace health and safety.

Our AOHC 2017 Planning Committee, chaired by Francesca K. Litow, MD, MPH, MRO, FACOEM, has developed an excellent program featuring a wide variety of educational options and activities. The committee worked hard to offer topics that are important in everyday occupational medicine practice, ensuring that you can gain very practical clinical knowledge. Choose the sessions most beneficial to you, those that will be of most use to enhance your practice. I also urge you to step outside your comfort zone a time or two. Be open-minded about other areas – you never know what might be important to you tomorrow!

Here are just a few conference highlights:

- **Timely education.** We’re excited to bring you educational offerings in the areas of OEM clinical practice; management and administration; education and scientific research; environmental health and risk management; and regulatory, military and governmental OEM.

- **The Mile High City, Denver!** The capital of Colorado, Denver is an American metropolis dating to the Old West era. Larimer Square, the city’s oldest block, features landmark 19th-century buildings. Museums include the Denver Art Museum, an ultramodern complex known for its collection of indigenous works, the Denver Museum of Nature and Science, established in 1900 as the source for informal science education in the Rocky Mountain region, and the mansion of famed Titanic survivor Molly Brown. Denver is also a jumping-off point for resorts and activities in the nearby Rocky Mountains.

- **Networking.** Take part in every activity you can to maximize your opportunities! Time after time we hear the leaders in our field say that the connections they made over the years were key factors in their professional success. Join your colleagues on Monday evening for the offsite social event at Wynkoop Brewing - included with your conference registration.

- **Sappington Lecturer.** ACOEM past president, Ronald R. Loepke, MD, MPH, FACOEM, with US Preventive Medicine Inc., will deliver this year’s Sappington lecture on Sunday evening, April 23, during the opening general session.

In summary, it’s great that you are here at AOHC. I look forward to seeing you as we come together as a specialty once again.

---

**PRE-AND POST-CONFERENCE COURSES**

**Friday, April 21**
- Medical Center Occupational Health Basics

**Saturday, April 22**
- Business Leadership for Physicians: Necessary Knowledge Not Taught in Medical Schools

**Friday-Saturday, April 21-22 (two-day courses)**
- Medical Review Officer (MRO) Comprehensive
- Foundations of Occupational Medicine
- Occupational Medicine Board Review

**Thursday, April 27**
- Spirometry Testing in Occupational Health – Physician Update
- CAOHC Professional Supervisor Workshop
- Getting Difficult Cases Unstuck: Tactics for Stalled Recovery and Prolonged Work Disability: A Case-Based Approach
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
<td>Session 099</td>
<td>Tower Court D</td>
<td>New Member Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am-10:30am</td>
<td>Session 101</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Introduction to OEM (for newcomers to occ med only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 103</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
<td>Occupational and Personal Risk Factors in Illness and Injury: The NIOSH Compendium Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 102</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td>Monitoring Longitudinal Lung Function measurements using SPIROLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 104</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom D</td>
<td>Research Laboratory Biohazard Exposure Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-10:45am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45am-12:15pm</td>
<td>Session 101,</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 103,</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td>Continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104, Continued</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Lunch on Own</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-2:30pm</td>
<td>Session 106</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
<td>Occupational Dermatoses: What the Occ Doc Needs to Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 107</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td>Cutting-edge Sustainability Models for Health Care Employers: Delivering well-being to Patients, Employers and the Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 108</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Protecting Health Care Workers in Hospitals: PRO PPE Sentinel Surveillance System for Contagious Pathogens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 109</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td>Cluster Buster: The Approach to Cancer Clusters and the Limitations of Environmental Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm-2:45pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45pm-3:45pm</td>
<td>Session 110</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Becoming and Maintaining Board Certification in OEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 111</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
<td>Application of Advanced Neuroscience Theories to the Treatment of Workers with Painful Musculoskeletal Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 112</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom D</td>
<td>Using Cutting-edge Informatics Tools to Enhance the Occupational Health Services in Academic Medical Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 113</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 1</td>
<td>Pregnant Worker: Current Challenges and Current Concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 114</td>
<td>Governor’s Square 15</td>
<td>Journal Club for the Practicing OEM Physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm-5:45pm</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>Plaza Foyer</td>
<td>Reception and Abstract Poster Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-7:30pm</td>
<td>Session 100</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom</td>
<td>AOHC Opening Session: Induction of New Fellows, C. O. Sappington Lecture, and Awards Presentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRACK KEY**
- Green: Environmental Health and Risk Management
- Orange: Management and Administration in OEM
- Blue: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM
- Yellow: OEM Education and Scientific Research
- Gray: Other

* Separate registration required; additional fee applies
** Advanced registration required; additional fee applies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 200</th>
<th>Session 201</th>
<th>Session 202</th>
<th>Session 203</th>
<th>Session 204</th>
<th>Session 205</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-</td>
<td>What Constitutes</td>
<td>Integrating</td>
<td>Becoming an ACOEM Fellow</td>
<td>The Independent Medical Examination</td>
<td>ACOEM Legislative and Government</td>
<td>Restoring Function after Spinal Cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am</td>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>Health and</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
<td>Affairs Update</td>
<td>Injury Plaza Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.0]</td>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>Protection and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ballroom 1</td>
<td>Health Promotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-</td>
<td>Session 210</td>
<td>Session 206</td>
<td>Session 207</td>
<td>Session 208</td>
<td>Session 211</td>
<td>Session 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>OEM and Human</td>
<td>What You Can Do with the COHE</td>
<td>MRO Controversies</td>
<td>OSHA/NIOSH Investigations</td>
<td>Back Pain and Work Using</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am-</td>
<td>Session 210,</td>
<td>Session 215</td>
<td>Session 212</td>
<td>Session 213</td>
<td>Session 211,</td>
<td>Session 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm</td>
<td>Continued</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>CKDu in Agricultural Workers</td>
<td>Climate Change Related Health</td>
<td>Continued</td>
<td>Sit vs Stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ergonomics</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Problems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-</td>
<td>Session 216</td>
<td>Session 215,</td>
<td>Session 217</td>
<td>Session 218</td>
<td>Session 219</td>
<td>Session 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15pm</td>
<td>TED2: The Best</td>
<td>Continued</td>
<td>Drug Formulaires in Workers'</td>
<td>OEM and Workplace Wellness</td>
<td>The Beryllium Standard: From Science</td>
<td>Compliance, Compassion, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.5]</td>
<td>of OEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom 2</td>
<td>to Policy</td>
<td>Company Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Governor's Square 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm-</td>
<td>Session 221</td>
<td>Session 223</td>
<td>Session 224</td>
<td>Session 225</td>
<td>Session 226</td>
<td>Session 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>Creating Your</td>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Promote Commercial</td>
<td>The New OSHA Silica Standards</td>
<td>Gulf War Illness</td>
<td>ACOEM's Maintenance of Certification,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.5]</td>
<td>Own OEM</td>
<td>Fitness-for-Duty</td>
<td>Commercial Driver Wellness</td>
<td>Governor's Square 15</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom A</td>
<td>Part IV Plaza Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elevator Pitch</td>
<td>Toolkit</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-</td>
<td>Session 227</td>
<td>Session 228</td>
<td>Session 229</td>
<td>Session 231</td>
<td>Session 232</td>
<td>Session 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15pm</td>
<td>ACOEM's</td>
<td>So, You Want to</td>
<td>Firearm Injury: Facts, Myths, and</td>
<td>Conversion Disorder</td>
<td>Offsite Social Event: Wynkoop</td>
<td>IOMSC: Update and Future Directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.0]</td>
<td>Maintenance of</td>
<td>Be an ACOEM</td>
<td>What the Science Tells Us</td>
<td>Disorder</td>
<td>Brewing (Off Property)</td>
<td>Update and Future Directions Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certification,</td>
<td>Leader?</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 2</td>
<td>Plaza Ballroom D</td>
<td>Ballroom E</td>
<td>Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm-</td>
<td>Session 228</td>
<td>Session 229</td>
<td>Session 230</td>
<td>Session 231</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00pm</td>
<td>Firearm Injury:</td>
<td>A Guide for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses depart beginning at 6:45pm</td>
<td>Facts, Myths, and</td>
<td>Evaluating Disocyanate Exposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRACK KEY**

- Other
- Environmental Health and Risk Management
- OEM Clinical Practice
- Management and Administration in OEM
- OEM Education and Scientific Research
- Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

* Separate registration required; additional fee applies
** Advanced registration required; additional fee applies
**TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017 ~ CME: 7.0**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session/Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:45am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Worksite Visit 801: Denver Fire Academy Worksite Visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>Light Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-10:00am</td>
<td>Session 304, Commercial Driver Medical Examinations: Where They Are, Where They Are Going, Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-10:00am</td>
<td>Session 301, The Ludlow Massacre and Beyond: Occupational Medicine and Corporate Welfare in Early 20th Century, Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-10:00am</td>
<td>Session 302, Drilling Down: US Oil and Gas Extraction Worker Safety and Health Trends and Current Issues, Plaza Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-10:00am</td>
<td>Session 305, Lead and Beyond: The Global Impact of Regulations, Trade and Company Practice on Population Lead Exposure, Plaza Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-10:00am</td>
<td>Session 303, Hazardous Drug Workplace Safety and Compliance, Grand Ballroom 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am-10:30am</td>
<td>Break (Exhibit Hall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Session 304, Continued, Session 306, Unlearning Self-defeating Thinking Habits: A Proactive Approach, Grand Ballroom 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Session 307, ACOEM Court: You Be the Judge!, Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Session 305, Continued, Session 308, Drug Exposure and Medical Surveillance, Plaza Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Lunch on Own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-3:00pm</td>
<td>Session 312, Public Safety Medicine Update 2017: The Cutting Edge, Grand Ballroom 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-3:00pm</td>
<td>Session 309, Current Issues Affecting the Health and Safety of Underserved Occupational Populations in the US and Abroad, Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-3:00pm</td>
<td>Session 310, Interaction of Healthcare Worker Health and Safety on Patient Health and Safety, Plaza Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-3:00pm</td>
<td>Session 313, Inhalational Hazards and Respiratory Health Effects from Post 9/11 Deployment to Southwest Asia, Plaza Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-3:00pm</td>
<td>Session 311, Evidence-based Workers’ Compensation (WC) Management, Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>Break (Exhibit Hall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>Session 312, Continued, Session 314, Migration and Work: Underserved Populations in the Americas and the USA, Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>Session 315, Managing Fitness-for-Duty and Return-to-Work, Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>Session 313, Continued, Session 316, Partnering with Workers’ Compensation Insurers to Reach Small Enterprises, Plaza Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 317, Neurological Fitness-for-Duty, Grand Ballroom 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 318, Mitigating the Health Risks of Hydrogen Sulfide and Other Workplace Hazards in Oil and Gas Production, Plaza Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 319, Patient Satisfaction Measurement in OEM, Plaza Ballroom E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 320, US Military OEM Update, Plaza Ballroom D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 321, Is There a Doctor on Board? Preparing for Airline Medical Events and Emergencies, Grand Ballroom 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRACK KEY**
- Other
- Environmental Health and Risk Management
- OEM Clinical Practice
- Management and Administration in OEM
- OEM Education and Scientific Research
- Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

* Separate registration required; additional fee applies
** Advanced registration required; additional fee applies
### Session 400
**Annual Membership Meeting and Breakfast**  
*Plaza Ballroom*

### Session 401
**Preventing Musculoskeletal Disorders: Screening and Workplace Interventions**  
*Grand Ballroom 2*

### Session 402
**The Role of the Occupational Health Provider in Active Shooter and Bomber Situations**  
*Governor's Square 14*

### Session 403
**Getting Your Start in Research**  
*Governor's Square 12*

### Session 404
**Better WC Care through Better Documentation and Coding Requirements**  
*Grand Ballroom 1*

### Session 405
**Carbon Monoxide Neurotoxicity**  
*Governor's Square 15*

### Session 406
**Exposure, Metabolomics and Biomarkers, and Health Outcomes: Part I**  
*Governor's Square 14*

### Session 407
**Diagnostic and Interventional Treatments for Upper Extremity Injuries Using Musculoskeletal Ultrasound for OEM Physicians**  
*Grand Ballroom 1*

### Session 408
**Review and Update of 15 Years of the World Trade Center Health Program**  
*Governor's Square 15*

### Session 409
**Providing a Warm Hand-off: Connecting Safety-net Primary Care Providers with Occupational Health Consultation**  
*Governor's Square 12*

### Session 409, Continued
**Providing a Warm Hand-off: Connecting Safety-net Primary Care Providers with Occupational Health Consultation**  
*Governor's Square 12*

### Session 408, Continued
**Review and Update of 15 Years of the World Trade Center Health Program**  
*Governor's Square 15*

### Session 407, Continued
**Diagnostic and Interventional Treatments for Upper Extremity Injuries Using Musculoskeletal Ultrasound for OEM Physicians**  
*Grand Ballroom 1*

### Break

### Session 401, Continued
**Preventing Musculoskeletal Disorders: Screening and Workplace Interventions**  
*Grand Ballroom 2*

### Session 402, Continued
**The Role of the Occupational Health Provider in Active Shooter and Bomber Situations**  
*Governor's Square 14*

### Session 403, Continued
**Getting Your Start in Research**  
*Governor's Square 12*

### Session 404, Continued
**Better WC Care through Better Documentation and Coding Requirements**  
*Grand Ballroom 1*

### Session 405, Continued
**Carbon Monoxide Neurotoxicity**  
*Governor's Square 15*

### Session 406, Continued
**Exposure, Metabolomics and Biomarkers, and Health Outcomes: Part I**  
*Governor's Square 14*
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Speaker Designation: Speakers who are members of ACOEM are indicated with an asterisk (*) throughout this program. The College would like to take this opportunity to recognize their contribution to ACOEM.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017

7:00 am-8:00am

Session 099: New Member Orientation
No CME/MOC Credit Offered

Are you a potential or new member of ACOEM? Are you a current member who would like to become more involved? Then come to this informal event and network with component, section, and national leaders of the College. Discover ways to get involved and reach the maximum potential of your membership. Continental breakfast will be provided. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

9:00am-10:30am

Session 102: Monitoring Longitudinal Lung Function Measurements using SPIROLA .........................CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

ACOEM and the American Thoracic Society recommend longitudinal monitoring of pulmonary function tests to detect early signs of excessive lung function decline. Medical surveillance programs that include periodic spirometry can identify workers with excessive lung function decline, providing an opportunity to intervene. Spirometry Longitudinal Data Analysis (SPIROLA) Software is a free tool that can assist with longitudinal spirometry monitoring and detect those at risk for excessive decline. This session will introduce SPIROLA’s capabilities to help monitor longitudinal lung function in individuals and among groups, as well as monitoring test quality. Examples of how to use SPIROLA in research and clinical practices will be presented, as well as how spirometry falls under OSHA’s record keeping and respiratory protection rules. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

9:00am-12:15pm

Session 101: Introduction to OEM (for newcomers to occ med only) ....................... CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: Other

ACOEM and the American Thoracic Society recommend occupational medicine physicians, nurse practitioners, or physician assistants who are not trained in OEM but are interested in adding some OEM competencies to their “tool kits”? If so, let them know about this great opportunity to learn more about OEM! Are you seeing patients with occupational illnesses or injuries such as musculoskeletal injuries with impairment for joints and the spine or opioid-related issues in the workplace? Are you asked to develop return-to-work plans for your patients? This session will provide a brief introduction on the ways that primary care physicians and other practitioners can benefit from the many resources of OEM. This session is intended for those who are new to the field of occupational medicine. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017

9:00am-12:15pm

Session 103: Occupational and Personal Risk Factors in Illness and Injury:
The NIOSH Compendium Project ..................... CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

L. Casey Chosewood, MD, MPH, NIOSH, Atlanta, GA
Judith Green McKenzie*, MD, MPH, FACP, FACPM, FACOEM, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Michele Kowalski-McGrav*, MD, MPH, Lehigh Valley Health Network, Mountain Top, PA
Dalia E. Nessim*, MD, MPH, University of Texas Health Northeast, Tyler, TX
Sudha P. Pandalai, MD, PhD, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Paul Schulte, PhD, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Natalie V. Schwatka, PhD, Center for Health, Work & Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO
Eric Wood*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of Utah Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health, Salt Lake City, UT

The compendium of occupational and personal risk factors (ORFs/PRFs) in disease and injury is designed to inform general medical and occupational medicine practitioners, researchers, as well as employers, workers, and other stakeholders that there are many instances where ORFs and PRFs can combine to affect disease or injury. Compendium projects undertaken by NIOSH researchers in collaboration with clinicians, researchers and medical residents at several occupational medicine residency programs in the US and methodological considerations for examining occupational and personal risk factors in the workplace will be discussed. Examples of ORF/PRF outcome interrelationships presented will focus on obesity, physical inactivity, prescription opiate and benzodiazepine use, ethnicity, and exposure biomonitoring and health effect biomarkers for occupational and personal risk factors. Future considerations and ORFs, PRFs, and issues in Total Worker Health® will be discussed. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 104: Research Laboratory Biohazard Exposure Management ...................................................... CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Amy Behrman*, MD, FACOEM, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Roger M. Belcourt*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of California, Davis, CA
T. Warner Hudson*, MD, FACOEM, FAAFP, UCLA Health System and Campus, Los Angeles, CA
Robert E. Kosnik, MD, DIH, University of California, San Francisco, CA
Tom Winters*, MD, FACOEM, Occupational Environmental Health Network, Marlborough, MA

Research laboratory workers risk exposure to a range of viral, bacterial, and fungal pathogens. These agents are often zoonotic and increasingly involve viral vector constructs with oncogenic as well as infectious disease potential. This case-based session will address exposure prevention, counseling, surveillance, and post-exposure management for a range of laboratory pathogens including Lentivirus vectors, Herpes B virus, Q fever, Brucella, pox viruses, Burkholderia, toxoplasmosis, and Meningococcus. Occupational medicine physician roles in developing and executing treatment protocols, collaborating with researchers and veterinary staff, and participating on institutional biosafety committees will be reviewed. This session was organized by the Medical Center Occupational Health Special Interest Section.

10:45am-12:15pm

Session 105: Occupational Spirometry Highlights: Pitfalls and Interpretation ............................................. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Mary C. Townsend*, DrPH, MC Townsend Associates, LLC, Pittsburgh, PA

Occupational spirometry is often performed to comply with federal regulations and industry requirements. However, the technical quality of such testing is often mediocre, producing inaccurate results and leading to incorrect inferences about worker health. To increase practitioners’ awareness of the impact of spirometry’s many aspects, this session draws on requirements and best practice guidelines for occupational testing. Recent regulatory requirements for spirometry in miners and in silica-exposed workers will be reviewed. Major spirometer issues, requirements for valid tests, volume-time and flow-volume curves and what they tell the technician and the practitioner, and interpretation of test results will also be covered. Testing errors will be demonstrated. Session participants are encouraged to print out OSHA 3637-03 2013: Spirometry Testing in Occupational Health Programs: Best Practices for Healthcare Professionals from www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3637.pdf.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017
1:30pm-2:30pm

Session 106: Occupational Dermatoses: What the Practicing Occ Doc Needs to Know.................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Heather P. Lampel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, FAAD, Cary
Dermatology, Cary, NC

Workers in many occupations are at risk for development of work-related or work-exacerbated skin conditions. Identification and appropriate management of occupational dermatoses, including but not limited to allergic and contact dermatitis, are important to reduce lost work time and to correctly identify workers who may need restrictions, job reassignment, and/or vocational rehabilitation. A case-based approach will be used to discuss the epidemiology, risk factors, clinical presentation, and initial management of common occupational skin conditions, including irritant, allergic, and contact dermatitis. The session will also include a discussion about indications for referral to dermatology specialists for specific skin conditions. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 107: Cutting-Edge Sustainability Models for Health Care Employers: Delivering Well-Being to Patients, Employees, and the Community ........................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management

Ismail Nabeel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Mount Sinai Health Systems, New York, NY

Emily Senay*, MD, MPH, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY

Many hospitals and academic medical centers have addressed the issue of environmental sustainability through the “greening” paradigm. Under this paradigm, hospitals seek to become green or “less bad” by recycling more, reducing energy, and supporting employee and patient wellness programs that reduce environmental footprints. These efforts either stand alone or run alongside operations or the executive suite. In contrast, over the past decades many businesses and corporations have not only been able to reduce their carbon footprint, but are now aspiring to do “more good” (increase human well-being). This concept is known as NET positive. This session will discuss cutting-edge sustainability concepts and make the case for a new health care business paradigm where hospitals embrace NET positivity and become leaders in delivering well-being to patients, employees, and community members.

Session 108: Protecting Health Care Workers in Hospitals: The PRO PPE Sentinel Surveillance System for Contagious Pathogens ..........................................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Muktar Aliyu*, MD, DrPH, FACOEM, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Melanie Swift*, MD, FACOEM, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Mary Yarbrough*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN

In the event of a pandemic, a new highly contagious pathogen, or bioterrorism, health care worker (HCW) safety relies largely on the effective use of personal protective equipment (PPE). During the H1N1 influenza and Ebola outbreaks, hospitals experienced supply and training challenges related to implementing new CDC recommendations for PPE. The federal agencies who develop new recommendations are not privy to PPE inventory management systems in hospitals, and the strategic national stockpile cannot predict local demands without data on PPE makes and models for which HCW have been trained. Within a facility, stakeholders such as supply chain, occupational health, and emergency preparedness often operate independently. Nationally, there is a lack of clarity regarding US preparedness to protect HCWs while caring for large numbers of highly infectious patients in hospitals. This session will describe the development of a national surveillance system to monitor PPE supply and effective use in hospitals in collaboration with CDC-NIOSH. This session was organized by the Medical Center Occupational Health Special Interest Section.

Session 109: Cluster Busters: The Approach to Cancer Clusters and the Limitations of Environmental Epidemiology .....................................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM


Cancer is common and rates vary by type, and the age/sex of the population of interest and their habits, environments, and genetics. Because of or in spite of this, it is not common for a group to perceive that a cancer (or cancers) is occurring too frequently among their ranks. Cancer-cluster evaluations are frequently requested of state or local public health departments and may be requested based on the perceptions of a concerned community or workplace. This session starts with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service. Cancer clusters will be discussed with an overview of cancers of interest to the military and potentially associated with military service.

The steps in these assessments will be discussed and some lessons learned or points to consider will be presented. The limitations and challenges of epidemiological approaches to environ-
mental exposures and cancers will be discussed. This session was organized by the Federal and Military Occupational and Environmental Medicine Special Interest Section.

2:45pm-3:45pm

Session 110: Becoming and Maintaining Board Certification in OEM .......................................................... CME/MOC: 1.0

TRACK: Other

Clare Bonnema, MLIS, American Board of Preventive Medicine, Chicago, IL
Natalie P. Hartenbaum*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OccuMedix, Dresher, PA

Members of the American Board of Preventive Medicine (ABPM) will discuss specifics regarding the rules for acceptance as a candidate to sit for the initial certification examination, as well as for the four parts required for recertification under maintenance of certification: 1) professionalism; 2) lifelong learning; 3) cognitive examination; and 4) practice performance. Extensive Q&A with attendees has been a hallmark of this session. Additional information is available on the ABPM web site at www.theabpm.org. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 111: Application of Advanced Neuroscience Theories to the Treatment of Workers with Painful Musculoskeletal Conditions ........................................ CME/MOC: 1.0

TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Russell Gelfman*, MD, MS, Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Rochester, MN

The number of Americans affected by chronic pain exceeds the number affected by diabetes, heart disease, and cancer combined. It is one of the most common reasons for seeking health care, is a leading cause of short-term disability, and is the most common cause of long-term disability. It represents a significant portion of the 20% of injured workers who contribute to 80% of the costs involved in workers’ compensation. Despite these statistics, the average physician is often poorly informed about current neuroscience theories of pain and the benefits and risks of various treatment options for pain. As a result, acute and chronic pain is often inadequately treated. This presentation will review current theories of pain on the continuum from acute to chronic and review treatment options in light of this knowledge to improve the care of injured workers who experience disabling musculoskeletal pain.

Session 112: Using Cutting-edge Informatics Tools to Enhance Occupational Health Services in Academic Medical Centers.......................................................... CME/MOC: 1.0

TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Amir Mohammad*, MD, FACOEM, VA Connecticut VHA/Yale School of Medicine, Orange, CT
Ismail Nabeel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Mount Sinai Health Systems, New York, NY

This session will review the different electronic medical record (EMR) and surveillance database infrastructure currently used in two separate academic medical centers (Veterans Health Administration and Mount Sinai School of Medicine). The session will provide a better understanding of how to incorporate fundamental of informatics principles for an effective usage of EMR (connectivity, usability, care delivery, big data) within the occupational medicine setting. Newer tools demonstrating pattern recognition based on informatics and analytical tools to help with clinical or population study focused intervention within the field of occupational medicine. Review and analysis of data warehouse to support occupational health services. Introduction of NIOSH-funded research pilot project, Using Informatics principles to enhance occupational medicine understanding among primary care physicians. Use of smart FHIR, SNOMED, and wearable technologies to enhance occupational health services.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017

2:45pm-3:45pm

Session 113: Pregnant Worker: Current Challenges and Current Concepts ............................. CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Joseph Leonce Charlot*, MD, MPH, MRO, CIME, RWJ Barnabas Health Corporate Care, Clara Maass Medical Center, Belleville, NJ

The proper occupational medicine management of the pregnant worker is important to promote a safe pregnancy and a healthy child. Attending this session will provide you clinical tips to help you handle the current challenges of the pregnant worker. You will become familiar with resources and concepts to make you an effective occupational medicine provider to the pregnant worker population.

Session 114: Journal Club for the Practicing OEM Physician . CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Ronda B. McCarthy*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, City of Waco Employee Health Services, Concentra, Waco, TX
Judith Green McKenzie*, MD, MPH, FACP, FACPM, FACOEM, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

This session will use a journal club format to allow physicians an opportunity to refresh their ability to critically appraise scientific evidence and discuss with their peers how it translates into professional practice. The session will provide a forum for practicing physicians to participate in a guided critical appraisal of the scientific literature. After a brief overview, attendees will be guided through the structured steps by experienced faculty using a round-table discussion format. A current high impact article will be reviewed. The salient elements to be examined are study hypothesis, study design, selection of the study population, data collection methods, statistical analysis, the role of chance, bias and confounding on internal validity, external validity, and context. Both article and template will be provided prior to the conference. This session was organized by the History and Archives Special Interest Section.

Exhibit Hall Reception

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017

4:00pm - 5:45pm

Join the ACOEM Board of Directors and the Program Planning Committee for the Opening Reception in the exhibit hall. Network with friends over food and drink, see what exciting products and services the exhibitors are showing, and view the impressive poster presentations.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23, 2017

AOHC Opening Session

6:00pm - 7:30pm

Session 100: AOHC Opening Session:
AOHC Opening Session: Induction of New Fellows, C. O. Sappington Lecture, and Awards Presentation
CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK(S): Other

The opening session of the 101st annual meeting of the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine will feature the induction of new Fellows and the C.O. Sappington Memorial Lecture. Named for Clarence Olds Sappington, MD, DrPH (1889-1949), a noted consultant in occupational diseases and industrial hygiene, this lecture is presented annually at AOHC to serve as a forum to address major issues in occupational and environmental medicine. ACOEM past president, Ronald R. Loepke, MD, MPH, FACOEM, with US Preventive Medicine Inc., will deliver this year’s Sappington lecture on, “Leveraging the Power of Prevention in the Global Quest for Better Health and Safety.”
MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017
7:00am-8:00am

Session 200: What Constitutes Excellence:
The Best Corporate Health and Safety Programs
in America ..........................................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Other
Stewart R. Curtis, DO, MPH*, Idaho National Laboratory, Idaho
Falls, ID
Fikry W. Isaac*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Wellworld Consulting,
Sarasota, FL

The Corporate Health Achievement Award (CHAA) was first presented in 1997 to recognize organizations for their outstanding, comprehensive array of programs dedicated to protecting and improving the safety, health, and productivity of their workforces. During this session, 2017 CHAA recipients will discuss those aspects of their health programs that may serve as model practices for occupational and environmental medicine and highlight qualities of excellence identified by reviewers. These companies continue to demonstrate that building a culture of health and safety by focusing on the well-being and safety aspects of the workplace yields greater value when compared to companies that do not adhere to CHAA standards. This year’s recipient is the Idaho National Laboratory.

Session 201: Opportunities for Integrating Health and Protection and Health Promotion ....................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM
Janis Davis-Street*, MS, EdD, CHES, Chevron, Houston, TX
Stephen A. Frangos*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Chevron Corporation,
Houston, TX

Total Worker Health® (TWH) is a NIOSH/CDC strategy that proposes that integrating occupational safety and health with worksite health promotion results in a “synergism of prevention” to improve the health of the workforce. This session will identify two key areas where health promotion programming has begun to be integrated with health protection practices in multiple settings within a multinational oil company. The evidence base supporting health as an enabler of safety and productivity will be presented with specific focus on sleep and obesity. Leveraging standard process improvement techniques, the session will describe the evolution of whole-person health strategies that focus on sleep health and weight management as a means of improving health, safety and human performance. Success factors and challenges that accompany the implementation of TWH in a decentralized company will be discussed.

Session 202: Becoming an ACOEM Fellow ..........CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Other
Natalie P. Hartenbaum*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OccuMedix,
Dresher, PA

Fellow is the highest classification of membership in ACOEM. Fellowship distinguishes and recognizes members of the College for their training, accomplishments, and experience in occupational medicine at the national, component, and local levels, as well as the member’s academic and scientific contributions. The Committee of Fellowship Examiners feels passionately that the College needs more Fellows and that those who are making significant contributions to the College and the field of occupational and environmental medicine deserve special recognition. Come to this session to learn about the Fellowship application process.

Session 203: The Independent Medical Examination .........................................CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM
Douglas Wayne Martin*, MD, FACOEM, FAAFP, FIAIME, Unity
Point Clinic – St. Luke’s Occupational Medicine, Sioux City, IA

This session will cover the basics and fundamentals of providing an independent medical examination (IME). The session will cover how to start an IME practice and some of the business pitfalls to avoid. It will discuss the methodology of record review and also skills for performance of history taking and for the physical exam. Lastly, the session will cover the importance and significance of creating a well-written and defensible report. This session was organized by the Private Practice in Occupational Medicine Special Interest Section. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017

7:00am-8:00am

Session 204: ACOEM Legislative and Government Affairs Update: Recent Wins and Ongoing Challenges for the Public Affairs Council.................................................... CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Pamela Hymel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Walt Disney Parks and Resorts, Anaheim, CA
Robert K. McLellan*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH
Patrick O’Connor*, Kent & O’Connor, Inc., Washington, DC
Paul J. Papanek*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Cal/OSHA, Long Beach, CA

This session will cover ACOEM’s recent activities in government affairs including what ACOEM is doing about health care reform, opioid policy, OEM residency funding, TSCA, lead poisoning, DOT and sleep apnea, OSHA regulations, GINA; and other topics of current interest. The session will also highlight a number of difficult policy issues that ACOEM faces as a nationally recognized policy leader in OEM and preventive medicine, including controversies about gun safety legislation, global climate change, and credentialing of health care providers. Lastly, the session will help the attendee understand the political climate in Washington as it relates to the house of medicine.

Session 205: Restoring Function and Return-to-Work after Spinal Cord Injury: PEAK Strategies ................. CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Candace Tefertiller, PT, DPT, NCS, Craig Hospital, Englewood, CO

Approximately 12,000 individuals sustain a spinal cord injury (SCI) each year. In 2016, the mean age of individuals who experienced a SCI was 40.2 years which means that the majority were also engaged in the workforce. Historically, it has been challenging for individuals to return-to-work after an SCI due to ongoing health-related issues, as well as mobility limitations. However, there have been recent technological advancements that have facilitated greater recovery of function and mobility after a SCI allowing many individuals to return to their previous employment. These advancements have also led to the development of activity-based therapy community centers which provide ongoing access and support. This presentation will review recent technological advancements that have resulted in improved mobility and wellness outcomes and will be supported by case studies depicting healthy and productive individuals who have returned to work after a SCI.

8:30am-10:00am

Session 206: OEM and Human Factors: Collaborative Efforts and Update....................................................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Andrew S. Imada, PhD, Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, Santa Monica, CA
William S. Marras, PhD, CPE, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH
Amy May, MC, CPE, The Boeing Company, Seattle, WA
David Rempel*, MD, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA
Mark A. Roberts*, MD, PhD, FACOEM, Exponent, Inc., Chicago, IL

Today’s workplaces are challenged to accommodate for a multitude of factors from generational differences, anthropomorphic changes, varying operational processes, as well as cultural diversity. This session will explore the role of human factors and ergonomics professionals in the workplace on improving safety and health. Brief presentations will be made on the application of a systems approach to workplace safety and health; design principles to accommodate workers, especially those who are overweight and aging; and accommodating the injured worker in return to work. The moderator will encourage comments and questions from the audience. The goal will be to identify workplace situations where these factors work well with OEM to achieve a common goal of maintaining a healthy and productive workplace and workforce.

Session 207: What You Can Do with the COHE Model: Implications for Action ......................................CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Paul Allen*, MD, Confluence Health, Wenatchee, WA
Dianna Chamblin*, MD, The Everett Clinic, Everett, WA
Jennifer Christian*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, W ebility Corporation, Wayland, MA
Nicole Cushman, COHE Alliance of Western Washington, Tacoma, WA
Benjamin D. Doornink, St. Luke’s Rehabilitation Institute, Spokane, WA
Karen L. Nilson*, MD, Valley Medical Center, Renton, WA
Thomas Wickizer, MD, Ohio State University College of Public Health, Columbus, OH

This session explores the implications of Washington State’s highly successful community-based Centers for Occupational Health and Education (COHE) program for occupational medicine physicians outside Washington State, whether they are in clinical practice or in entrepreneurial, managerial or executive roles. This session begins with a brief overview of the COHE
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Community-based “best practices” model for management of work injuries and its well-documented good results: increased worker and employer satisfaction, improved functional outcomes, reduced lost work days and job loss, and a $4,000 reduction in mean cost per claim. The majority of the session will be spent exploring main opportunities to exploit COHE’s success in other settings. Take advantage of the quantitative evidence that the COHE program has produced to market occupational medicine practices or related businesses and implement an approach similar to COHE outside Washington. The COHE model is a public health/healthcare delivery innovation to upgrade the quality of care across whole communities or regions. Employers or insurers in other jurisdictions may view an adapted COHE model as a good solution for areas in which there is a shortage of trained occupational medicine physicians. This session was organized by the Work Fitness and Disability Special Interest Section.

Session 208: MRO Controversies ...................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Karl Auerbach, MD, MS, MBA, FACOEM, Pulse Occupational Medicine, Greece, NY
Natalie P. Hartenbaum*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OccuMedix, Dresher, PA
Paula Lantsberger*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medicine Associates, Spokane, WA
Douglas Wayne Martin*, MD, FACOEM, FAAFP, FIAIME, Unity Point Clinic – St. Luke’s Occupational Medicine, Sioux City, IA

The session is intended to cover topics that are not traditionally the focus of standard medical review officer (MRO) educational or training programs. The session will include updates on Department of Transportation focal points from the prior year and also address difficult MRO issues, including medicinal or state specific legal recreational marijuana use, and fitness-for-duty issues. The session will end with an MRO Jeopardy game show comprised of audience contestants that is used as a fun way to refresh MRO knowledge and its application. This session was organized by the Medical Review Officers Special Interest Section.

Session 209: What We Can Learn About Back Pain and Work Using Population-based Data from the NHIS .. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Matthew Groenewold, PhD, CDC/NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Ming-Lun Lu, PhD, NIOSH/CDC, Cincinnati, OH
Sara Luckhaupt*, MD, MPH, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH

Low back pain (LBP) is one of the leading contributors to OSHA-recordable injuries/illnesses and workers’ compensation claims. But cases of LBP included in these statistics likely only represent a small proportion of all LBP cases related to work because there are many barriers to both the recognition of work-relatedness and to reporting. Population-based data about LBP among all US adults, including workers, is available from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS). The annual core NHIS includes one question about LBP, and the 1988 and 2015 occupational health supplements (OHS) included additional questions about LBP and its risk factors. In this session, NIOSH investigators will describe the NHIS, new estimates of the burden of LBP, and the prevalence of physical and psychosocial risk factors for LBP among US workers based on the 2015 NHIS-OHS, and NIOSH’s efforts to develop a workforce musculoskeletal pain surveillance tool.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017
8:30am-12:00pm

Session 210: Resident Research Abstract Presentations. CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: Other

John D. Meyer*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY (Moderator)
Craig Paul Anderson*, DO, Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD
Brent Jones*, MD, MHI, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD
Pearlene Lee*, MD, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Remington L. Nevin*, MD, MPH, DrPH, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD
Mellisa Pensa*, MD, MPH, Yale Occupational and Environmental Medicine, New Haven, CT
Gabriel C. Pepper*, MD, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO
Charles F. Prezzia*, MD, MOH, The Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Dwayne Wilson*, MD, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL

This session will provide residents in occupational and environmental medicine with a forum to present current and cutting-edge research. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 211: OSHA/NIOSH Investigations: Exploring Newly Emerging and Persistent Occupational Scourges. CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Bruce P. Bernard, MD, MPH, CDC/NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Dawn L. Cannon, MD, MS, OSHA, Washington, DC
Judith Eisenberg, MD, MS, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Kathleen Fagan*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OSHA, Washington, DC
Aaron Tustin, MD, MPH, OSHA, Washington, DC
Douglas Wiegand, PhD, CDC/NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH

NIOSH and OSHA investigators will present a series of presentations on recent workplace investigations and health-hazard evaluations. Faculty will describe the workplace settings, the specific approaches involving workplace exposures and medical aspects of the cases, the investigation results, and the recommendations to employers, employers, and other stakeholders. Implications for occupational medicine practice, regulations, research, worker and employer education, and public health practice will be explored. Issues to be addressed will include a combination of newly emerging occupational exposures and illnesses, as well as those exposures which remain the scourge of workers decades after the health risks have been recognized. Time for questions and discussion will be included. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

10:30am-12:00pm

Session 212: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Addressing the International Epidemic of Chronic Kidney Disease of Unknown Origin (CKDu) in Agricultural Workers. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Claudia Asensio, DrPH, RN, Pantaleon Group, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Jaime Butler-Dawson, PhD, MPH, University of Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO
Lee S. Newman*, MD, FACOEM, Center for Worker Health and Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Denver, CO
Lilliana Tenney, MPH, Center for Health, Work & Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO

Recent research has confirmed that workers employed by sugar cane plantations and other agribusinesses are in an international epidemic of chronic kidney disease of unknown origin (CKDu), also referred to as Mesoamerican Nephropathy. CKDu largely affects adult men who do not have traditional causes of chronic kidney failure and who work under conditions of high heat and physical exertion in Latin America and parts of Asia. Many theories have been proffered to explain this epidemic. Our team of physicians, exposure scientists, physiologists, epidemiologists, and others is collaborating with companies in Guatemala that are committed to corporate social responsibility to address CKDu, using a Total Worker Health® approach. This session will report what is currently known about the epidemiology, risk factors, mechanisms, interventions, and implications. The session will also examine the pivotal role that occupational medicine can play in addressing this global threat to worker health and productivity. This session was organized by the Rocky Mountain Academy of Occupational and Environmental Medicine.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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Session 213: Responsibilities of the Occupational and Environmental Medicine Physician in the Treatment and Prevention of Climate Change Related Health Problems

CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management

Margaret Cook-Shimanek, MD, MPH, Resources for Environmental and Occupational Health, Missoula, MT
Tee Guidotti*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, O+EH&M, Washington, DC
Ronda B. McCarthy*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, City of Waco Employee Health Services, Concentra, Waco, TX
Ismail Nabeel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Mount Sinai Health Systems, New York, NY
Mellisa Pensa*, MD, MPH, Yale Occupational and Environmental Medicine, New Haven, CT
William B. Perkison*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of Texas School of Public Health, Houston, TX
Poune Saberi*, MD, MPH, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Paul Schulte, PhD, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH

An overview of the occupational health effects of climate change on workers will be presented. Following an audience discussion, a panel will present their proposed ACOEM position paper stating the responsibilities of the occupational and environmental medicine physician in the treatment and prevention of climate change related health problems. This session was organized by the Environmental Health Special Interest Section, in conjunction with the Underserved Occupational Populations Special Interest Section.

Session 214: Sit Versus Stand: Optimal Combinations for Managing Low Back Pain

CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Jack P. Callaghan, PhD, CCPE, FCSB, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada
Fred Gerr*, MD, FACOEM, University of Iowa, College of Public Health, Iowa City, IA
David Rempel*, MD, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA

Among office workers, low back pain can be associated with prolonged sitting or standing. This session will review recent epidemiologic findings linking low back pain among sedentary workers to the duration of sitting or standing in the workplace. In addition, recent laboratory studies of sedentary workers with low back pain have investigated a range of patterns of sitting and standing to identify combinations that are associated with the greatest relief of pain. Both, epidemiological and laboratory/mechanistic studies examining effects of sitting and standing on back pain will be reviewed.

10:30am-3:00pm

Session 215: What Physicians Need to Know About Health Care Ergonomics: Safe Patient Handling and Beyond

CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Laura Breeher*, MD, MS, MPH, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Debra Milek*, MD, PhD, MPH, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Wilma Traughber, MSN, RN-BC, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Andrew I. S. Vaughn*, MD, MPH, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Mamie Williams, MPH, MSN, FNP-BC, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN

Musculoskeletal injuries are the leading cause of disability in health care and related fields. While 11 states have established requirements for safe patient handling (SPH) and there have been efforts to create a national requirement for SPH programs, for most health care workers patient handling remains a major hazard. Representatives from major medical centers will share lessons learned from experience with implementing and supporting safe patient handling programs. Data demonstrating the value and efficacy of SPH will be discussed. Innovative ideas for proactively addressing ergonomic challenges posed by other healthcare activities will be highlighted, including tips and tools for increasing comfort and reducing injuries in diverse areas throughout a facility from housekeeping to imaging. The Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) tool will also be introduced which can be used for objective measurement in ergonomic evaluation of a task. During the session, participants will gain practical experience with a hands-on opportunity with ergonomic equipment. This session was organized by the Medical Center Occupational Health Special Interest Section.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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1:30pm-3:00pm

Session 216: TED2 - The Best of OEM: Top OEM Contributions to the World ....................... CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: Other
Constantine Gean*, MD, FACOEM, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, Glendale, CA
Kent W. Peterson*, MD, FACOEM, Occupational Health Strategies, Charlottesville, VA

TED1, presented at the 2015 AOHC in Baltimore, focused on practical skills and tools for improving presentation effectiveness in order to take presenters from “good” to “great” to “outstanding.” TED2 speakers will apply these skills in short, dynamic presentations that succinctly communicate OEM’s top contributions to the world, to employers, workers and communities. The session will address the question, “What is OEM’s competitive advantage?” (Restated, what simple key lessons could employers and workers learn from a hundred years of OEM experience?) Top contributions are selected based on dialog, literature reviews and interaction with the speakers. The session will showcase well-documented, evidence-based workplace policies, programs, practices skills and tools that give OEM professionals competitive advantage. TED1 speakers will coach bright, articulate future OEM leaders to summarize the best evidence of OEM’s top contributions to society.

Session 217: Drug Formularies in Workers’ Compensation ........................................ CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice
Robert Goldberg*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, HealtheSystems, Lafayette, CA
Paul J. Papanek*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Cal/OSHA, Long Beach, CA
Alex Swedlow, California Workers’ Compensation Institute, Oakland, CA

In the last few years, several states have recently moved to implement drug formularies in their workers’ compensation systems. Additionally, at least two commercial formularies are already in widespread use for patients treated under workers’ compensation. This session will describe the general structure and operation of drug formularies, provide information and their use in practice in several states, and will provide a practical introduction to currently available workers’ compensation drug formularies.

Session 218: OEM and Workplace Wellness: Paving the Way for Value-Driven Population Health ............... CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM
Harris Allen, PhD, Harris Allen Group, Atlanta, GA
Paul Brandt-Rauf*, DrPH, MD, ScD, FACOEM, University of Chicago School of Public Health, Chicago, IL
William B. Bunn*, MD, JD, MPH, FACOEM, Medical University of South Carolina, Hilton Head Island, SC
Jeremy Nobel, MD, MPH, MS, Northeast Business Group on Health, New York, NY

As concerns over mediocre health outcomes and off-the-charts health care spending intensify, strategies for improving population health and health care value have been gaining traction along largely separate tracks. Their fusion and the synergies that result have yet to be explicitly embraced. Workplace wellness has evolved as a major exception as leading employers have become better performers in their stakeholder role — and propelled and modeled the use of an emerging science, value-driven population health (VDPH) — by blending elements from both and achieving major gains in health, well-being, and performance while reining in health care costs. OEM has a leading role to play in advancing the use of VDPH by these purchasers and broadening its uptake in the marketplace by other purchasers and stakeholders. This session will focus on how workplace wellness has helped forge the emerging science of VDPH and what OEM policymakers and practitioners can do to accelerate its uptake.

Session 219: The Beryllium Standard: From Science to Policy ............................................. CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management
Alisa M. Koval*, MD, MPH, MHSA, Denver Health/COSH, Denver, CO
Lisa Maier*, MD, MSPH, FCCP, National Jewish Health, Denver, CO
Margaret M. Mroz, MSPH, National Jewish Health, Denver, CO
Lee S. Newman*, MD, FACOEM, Center for Worker Health and Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Denver, CO
Michael J. Wright, United Steelworkers, Pittsburgh, PA

This session will bring together a group of experts in the science and policy of chronic beryllium disease (CBD), a lung condition that workers can develop when particles of beryllium or beryllium compounds are inhaled. In addition, beryllium is a known carcinogen linked to lung cancer. Currently, OSHA enforces a 40-year-old permissible exposure limit (PEL) for beryllium in general industry, construction, and shipyards, which does not adequately protect workers against health effects, especially CBD. This session will explore the historical context and epidemiology of occupational beryllium exposure and disease, as well as the current understanding of the mechanisms of health effects and the current state of diagnosis and treatment of CBD, from
the viewpoint of both physician and patient. This session will not only be relevant to the current OSHA beryllium standard, but will present an approach that can translate science into policy that should be applied to other occupational hazards. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

**Session 220: Compliance, Compassion, and Company: Differing Perspectives on Effective Return-to-Work Practices** ............................................................. CME/MOC: 1.5

**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**

Kate Bischoff, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, tHRive Law & Consulting, LLC, Minneapolis, MN
Rebecca Briley, SHRM-SCP, EFCU Financial Federal Credit Union, Baton Rouge, LA
Peter Matos*, DO, MPH, FACOEM, FACPM, Traekos Health, Amana, IA

This session brings together experts in human resources, occupational medicine, and legal to present the perspectives of business, health, and compliance on effective return-to-work practices. The human resources perspective will describe the importance of adhering to a policy that focuses on the organization’s mission and purpose while also following the law. An outline a successful FMLA process will be described. The perspective of the health care provider will emphasize the importance of good communication among all stakeholders, as well as access to expert occupational medicine physicians and active case management. The legal perspective outlines the laws that organizations must be aware of and the obligations that they have when bringing employees back to work. Return-to-work scenarios with practical applications will be discussed.

**3:30pm-5:00pm**

**Session 221: Creating Your Own OEM Elevator Pitch** ..................................................... CME/MOC: 1.5

**TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM**

Kent W. Peterson*, MD, FACOEM, Occupational Health Strategies, Charlottesville, VA

Can you confidently explain your work to a stranger during a 2-minute ride up an elevator? Can you gain attention, interest, and understanding in your profession in a few short sentences? Can you help your staff quickly explain to a caller what your office does? This hands-on workshop will guide you step-by-step through a process to create your own 2-minute OEM TED Talk. Come prepared to learn, create, coach and be coached, speak, critique and be critiqued, and triumphantly exhort your essence. You will leave with simple, powerful tools for self expression and your personally crafted OEM elevator pitch. If you are a star, you may win a spot on ACOEM’s website. Participants only; not for observers.

**Session 222: Multi-pronged Approach for Addressing Opioid and Chronic Pain Management in Colorado** ............................................................. CME/MOC: 1.5

**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**

Richard Garrett May, MD, Pinnacol Assurance, Denver, CO
Liliana Tenney, MPH, Center for Health, Work & Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO
Robert Valuck, PhD, RPh, FNAP, University of Colorado School of Pharmacy, Aurora, CO

Prescription drug misuse and abuse is a serious problem both nationally and in Colorado. Each year, overdose deaths from opioid painkillers alone number approximately 17,000 nationally and 300 in Colorado. Such deaths are now more common than alcohol-related traffic fatalities. The CDC calls prescription drug overdose deaths one of the four most serious epidemics facing the nation. Enough opioid painkillers are dispensed by pharmacies in the US to supply each and every American citizen with enough pills to take one every four hours, around the clock, for a month. To address this problem, Colorado convened experts from across the state to create the Colorado Plan to Reduce Rx Abuse and a consortium, which addresses public awareness, naloxone, disposal, surveillance, and provider and prescriber education. This session will discuss the statewide efforts and impact that has resulted from policies, workers’ compensation, provider training, and new guidelines.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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Session 223: Psychological Fitness-for-Duty Toolkit for Occupational Medicine: Threat Preparedness, Assessment, and Response ................. CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Michael Coupland*, Rpsyc, IMCS Group, Inc., West Palm Beach, FL
Les Kertay*, PhD, ABPP, FIAIME, R3 Continuum, Chattanooga, TN
Michael J. Levine*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medical Consultant, Williamsburg, VA

The occupational medicine physician is the gatekeeper in the preparedness and response to threats in the workplace. This includes employees who display behavior that is deemed to be threatening, from the employee's family members or significant others that bring domestic violence into the workplace, to non-employee violence or threat of violence that impacts the workplace. This presentation will guide participants in developing a plan, starting with a preparedness audit for the identification, referral triggers, and the preparation and report responses for undertaking a threat assessment psychological fitness-for-duty referral. The Psychological Fitness for Duty Toolkit will be updated with threat assessment referral triggers, case identifiers, and referral letters and forms. A threat response section will present the interventions that may be required arising from a threat arising from a threat assessment fitness for duty or arising from other workplace triggers.

Session 224: Promising Practices to Promote Commercial Driver Wellness .................................................. CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Natalie P. Hartenbaum*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OccuMedix, Dresher, PA
Pamela Hymel*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Walt Disney Parks and Resorts, Anaheim, CA
Michele D. Smith, PhD, MSN, CRNP, Erickson Living - Ann's Choice, Warminster, PA
Craig D. Thorne*, MD, MPH, MBA, FACOEM, Erickson Living, Baltimore, MD

Commercial motor vehicle (CMV) operators are expected to meet specific federal medical standards. It has been long recognized that as a population, CMV operators are at high risk for many medical conditions which could impact their certification as well as their long-term health and productivity. Some medical examiners may be able to play a dual role in the process, serving both as a certifying examiner and at the same time being able to actively promote health and wellness in their driver population. This session will highlight many of the wellness opportunities and tools available that occupational health professionals may utilize to promote better health and wellness for drivers. Presenters include experts in commercial driver medical requirements and employee health, wellness, and lifestyle management. Specific promising practice examples from companies that have proactively instituted driver wellness programs will be presented.

Session 225: The New OSHA Silica Standard ... CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Kathleen Fagan*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OSHA, Washington, DC
Robert Harrison*, MD, MPH, University of California, San Francisco, CA
Paul J. Papanek*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Cal/OSHA, Long Beach, CA

The newly enacted OSHA silica standard takes effect in mid-2017 and includes new requirements for employers who may be clients of occupational medicine providers, along with new requirements for medical surveillance. This session will outline the background information about the reason for the standard’s adoption, key elements of the standard, and controversies involved with surveillance exams of workers with findings consistent with various stages of silicosis, including TB screening, additional consults, and the longitudinal use of imaging studies. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 226: Gulf War Illness: Clinical and Research Recommendations and Controversies .......... CME/MOC: 1.5 TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

J. Wesson Ashford, MD, PhD, VA Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, CA
Erin K. Dursa, PhD, MPH, Department of Veteran Affairs, Washington, DC
Victor F. Kalasinsky, PhD, Department of Veterans Affairs, Washington, DC
Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH, FACPM, Post-Deployment Health Services, Department of Veteran Affairs, Washington, DC

Since the 1991 Gulf War, more than 30% of Gulf War veterans have presented to clinicians with a myriad of unexplained symptoms known commonly as Gulf War illness (GWI). This session will introduce this condition, also known as chronic multisymptom illness (CMI), and discuss ongoing differences in opinion on diagnosis and treatment. It will cover the main recommendations from the most recent Institute of Medicine Report: Gulf War and Health: Volume 10: Update of Health Effects of Serving in the Gulf War, 2016. It will explain how the VA Research Advisory Committee on GWI, veterans advocacy groups, and internal VA experts have agreed with or proposed alternatives to the IOM recommendations to assure that scientists and clinicians address
the most appropriate directions for research and treatment. The session will also present cutting-edge research in this field, re-
search the VA is funding or considering conducting, and how such research might change clinical practice.

5:15pm-6:15pm

Session 227: ACOEM’s Maintenance of Certification, Part IV .
CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Other
Clare Bonnema, MLIS, American Board of Preventive Medicine, Chicago, IL
Denece Kesler*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM
As one of the four parts required for recertification under Main-
tenance of Certification, ABPM diplomats are required to com-
plete a practice performance assessment, also known as Part IV. This component utilizes a quality improvement model with
opportunities for assessment of practice performance and im-
provement activities available in clinical practice, teaching, re-
search, and administration. This session will cover ACOEM’s Part
IV program.

Session 228: So, You Want to Be an ACOEM Leader?....................... CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Other
Robert M. Bourgeois*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Bourgeois Medical
Clinic, Morgan City, LA
Barry S. Eisenberg*, CAE, ACOEM, Elk Grove Village, IL
Stephen A. Frangos*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Chevron Corporation,
Houston, TX
Nelson S. Haas*, MD, MPH, MA, FACOEM, Workplace Health,
Augusta, ME
Paul J. Papanek*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Cal/OSHA, Long Beach, CA
Tanisha K. Taylor*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Barnabas Health
Corporate Care, Lakewood, NJ
Experienced ACOEM members will share information on their
journey in ACOEM and will share leadership tips that will help
participants identify ways for further engagement in ACOEM.
This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent
graduates.

Session 292: Firearm Injury: Facts, Myths, and What Science Tells Us .................................................. CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research
Garen Wintemute, MD, MPH, University of California, Davis, CA
Gun violence is a public health issue of grave significance, yet
many doctors are misinformed – e.g., “Gag Laws” prohibiting
physician-patient discussion of gun issues are largely a myth.
Founding director of the University of California, Davis Vio-
ence Prevention Research Program, Dr. Garen Wintemute, will
discuss what peer-reviewed research shows on firearm injury,
including basic epidemiology, preventive strategies, and what
evidence exists for interventions such as comprehensive back-
ground checks, criteria for denial of access to firearms, etc. The
session will distinguish what is based on strong evidence, what
is reasonable/educated guessing, and what is unfounded, myth,
or just plain wrong. It will explore promising areas for potential
policy intervention and how doctors in practice might apply po-
tential interventions in clinical settings. Come learn the facts.

Session 230: A Guide for the Primary Care Physician in Evaluating Disocyanate-Exposed Workers........ CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice
David I. Bernstein, MD, University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine, Cincinnati, OH
Athena T. Jolly*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, UPMC Susquehanna,
Williamsport, PA
Mark W . Spence, MD, International Isocyanate Institute, Inc.,
Midland, MI
Occupational health care providers are often asked to evalu-
ate workers exposed to diisocyanates who are presenting with
lower respiratory symptoms at work for respiratory sensitization
to diisocyanates. In this scenario, providers need to consider a
differential diagnosis that includes non-asthmatic etiologies,
aggravation of a pre-existing asthmatic condition, and irritant
induced asthma, and which objectively confirms the correct di-
agnosis using accessible clinical tools. This guide has been de-
veloped with the objective of assisting primary care providers, not
experienced in the evaluation of occupational lung, to perform
an initial evaluation of workers with suspected diisocyanate-
related occupational asthma. The guide describes a variety of
work-related asthma conditions that must be considered and
provides a step-wise approach to the evaluation of work-related
asthma. Limitations of this approach will be identified and the
importance of an expert assessment by an industrial hygienist
presented.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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5:15pm-6:15pm

**Session 231: Conversion Disorder and Function**
**Neurological Conditions** ......................... CME/MOC: 1.0
**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**

Jonathan Rutchik*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA

This session will review cases of patients with confusing clinical pictures, as well as identifying clinical pearls, diagnostic algorithms, and treatment protocols to help practitioners in these challenging situations. In addition, industrial causation and disposition will be discussed and neuropsychological assessment will be included in this didactic session.

**AOHC Offsite Social Event**
**at Wynkoop Brewing**

MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017

7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Join your peers for a night of easy-going food, fun and friendship!

This event is included with AOHC registration. Guests may attend for $60 with advance purchase on a space-available basis. All attendees and guests must wear the AOHC badge.

**About Wynkoop Brewing and the Social Event:** Wynkoop is located in the now-trendy area known as LoDo (LOwer DOwntown), just steps from Union Station and Coors Field (home of the Rockies). The main level features seating, patios and a large bar, while upstairs you’ll find the pool hall with pool tables, dart lanes and shuffle boards. For a closer look at the brewing process, tours will be available which include four tasters along the way!

This is a very casual event, come and go as you wish. Food will be reception-style including street vendor tacos, mini pizzas, honey-smoked salmon, vegetarian choices and more. Beverages will include beer, wine and soft drinks. NOTE: must be 21 to request alcoholic beverages; prepare to show ID. Your AOHC name badge is required for entry.

**Session 232: IOMSC**
**Update and Future Directions** ................. CME/MOC: 1.0
**TRACK: Other**

Richard Heron*, MD, FRCP, FACOEM, BPplc, London, England
Herman Spanjaard*, MD, Arboconsult, Halfweg, Netherlands

The International Occupational Medicine Society Collaborative (IOMSC) is a medical and scientific organization that provides an assembly for representatives of occupational and environmental medicine societies worldwide to: address and collaborate on issues of concern and opportunities; advance the specialty of occupational and environmental medicine; and promote the provision of evidence-based occupational and environmental medicine. The IOMSC has grown from 18 countries participating in 2013 to over 30 countries participating today—representing nations in 6 of the 7 continents. At its fourth annual meeting, members of the IOMSC endorsed a Constitution as a framework to move forward. The IOMSC is developing a business plan to foster continued growth of the organization. In addition to an update, this Session will provide an overview of some of the challenges and opportunities we share around the world as well as the potential projects and future directions of the IOMSC.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
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TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017

7:45am-12:00pm

Session 801: Denver Fire Academy
Worksite Visit ..................................................... CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Fabrice Czarnecki*, MD, MA, MPH, FACOEM, Transportation Security Administration, Arlington, VA
Alisa M. Koval*, MD, MPH, MHSA, Denver Health/COSH, Denver, CO

Participants will experience components of the most widely used pre-placement functional evaluation, the Candidate Physical Abilities Test, and will have the opportunity to climb stairs, drag hoses, carry equipment, force entry, raise ladders, drag dummies, breach ceilings, and experience what firefighters should be able to do as part of their academy training. The tour of the training facilities will allow participants to learn more about the demands of a firefighting occupation and have an opportunity to discuss with expert trainers the policies, practices, and procedures used to safely train effective firefighters, including NFPA 1582. This worksite visit was coordinated by the Public Safety Medicine Special Interest Section. Attendees must wear long pants; loose, comfortable, breathable clothing for under fire gear; and closed-toed athletic shoes (gym shoes acceptable). This worksite visit is at capacity and we are unable to accept on-site registrations. Please note that pre-registration and an additional fee were required to attend. For those registered, buses will depart from the lobby level of the Sheraton promptly at 7:45am. Please note, those who miss the bus will not be allowed to participate and no refunds will be given.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.

8:30am-10:00am

Session 301: The Ludlow Massacre and Beyond: Occupational Medicine and Corporate Welfare in Early 20th Century Colorado .............................................. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Other

Victoria Miller, Steelworks Center for the American West, Pueblo, CO
Fawn-Amber Montoya, MD, Colorado State University, Pueblo, CO
Jonathan Rees, MD, Colorado State University, Pueblo, CO

This session will summarize and discuss the implications for occupational medicine of the Ludlow Massacre, the culmination of the great Colorado Coalfield War of 1913-1914. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., the primary owner of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, used this dispute as a reason to increase many aspects of that firm’s corporate welfare program including its pioneering medical programs. The ramifications of those actions echo through the American industrial landscape down to this day.

Session 302: Drilling Down: US Oil and Gas Extraction Worker Safety and Health Trends and Current Issues .................................................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Robert Harrison*, MD, MPH, University of California, San Francisco, CA
Bradley S. King, PhD, MPH, CIH, CDC/NIOSH, Denver, CO
Kyla Retzer, MPH, CDC/NIOSH, Denver, CO
Sadie Sanchez*, MD, MPH, Denver Health Center for Occupational Safety and Health, Denver, CO

The on-shore oil and gas extraction (OGE) industry recently experienced a boom period with the workforce doubling 2004-2014. Despite a downward trend in the OGE worker fatality rate during this time, the fatality rate remained seven times higher than in the general industry and was also elevated when compared to similar industries (construction, transportation). This session will provide an overview of the epidemiology of OGE worker fatalities and injuries and will review current knowledge of occupational exposures in the industry. Faculty will discuss a series of worker deaths (n = 10) specifically related to hydrocarbon gas and vapor exposures and low oxygen concentration environments, a hazard not previously documented in the oilfield. Signs and symptoms of exposure to hydrocarbons will be reviewed as well as how occupational health providers and other professionals can play a role in improving health and safety for the oil and gas workforce.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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8:30am-10:00am

Session 303: Hazardous Drug Workplace Safety and Compliance ............................................. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management

Thomas H. Connor, PhD, NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Michael J. Hodgson*, MD, MPH, OSHA, Washington, DC
Elizabeth Mease*, MD, MBA, FACOEM, Louis Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Clinic, Cleveland, OH
Vaiyapuri Subramaniam, PharmD, MS, FCP, FASHP, FASCP, Veterans Health Administration, Silver Spring, MD

This session will review challenges and opportunities in the implementation of an effective hazardous drug safety program in a large hospital network system. A NIOSH scientist, a pharmacist, an industrial hygienist, and a physician from the VHA will provide updates on the following topics: scientific information; requirement of <USP 800>; updates in safe handling guidance (OSHA, NIOSH, ACHP, ONS); appropriate engineering controls; PPE requirements; compounding and administration issues; disposal requirements; wipe sampling issues; development of an alternative duty fertility protection policy; and implementation of a hospital hazardous drug committee.

8:30am-12:00pm

Session 304: Commercial Driver Medical Examinations: Where They Are, Where They Are Going .......... CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Natalie P. Hartenbaum*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, OccuMedix, Dresher, PA
Kurt Hegmann*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Charles A. Horan III, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, Washington, DC
Christine A. Hydock, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, Washington, DC
Matthew S. Thiese*, PhD, MSPH, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT

This session will provide an update on the National Registry of Certified Medical Examiners and other issues that affect the commercial driver medical examiner. Recent research on medical issues and commercial drivers will be reviewed. A panel will provide an opportunity for attendees to question experienced examiners and a representative from FMCSA on issues important to the commercial driver medical examiner. Questions to be addressed by the panel can be submitted to CDME16@gmail.com at least 48 hours prior to the session. This session was organized by the Transportation Special Interest Section.

TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management

Perry Gottesfeld, MPH, Occupational Knowledge International, San Francisco, CA
Michael J. Kosnett, MD, MPH, Colorado School of Public Health, Denver, CO
Gerald Manley, RSR Corporation, Dallas, TX
Paul J. Papanek*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Cal/OSHA, Long Beach, CA
Jean Xiao*, MD, MSC, MS, FACOEM, Waterfront Medical Services, PC, New York, NY

This session will showcase the impacts of environmental and workplace rule making, trade policy, and employer policies on the health of populations exposed to lead in the US and abroad. The session will demonstrate the strong ties that exist between developed and developing countries in terms of trade and regulation and the effect on the burden of disease due to lead poisoning. Additionally, the session will explore possible areas of collaboration between ACOEM and IOMSC in lowering global exposures to lead. Topics of discussion will include specific examples of regulatory policy that are likely to impact worldwide lead exposures: the role of US and Canadian regulations in exporting hazardous industries; economic impact of global lead poisoning; global initiatives to ban lead paint, gasoline and other products; potential global impacts of updating the OSHA lead standard; and impacts of lead manufacturing and recycling in China. This session was organized by the International Special Interest Section.

10:30am-12:00pm

Session 306: Unlearning Self-Defeating Thinking Habits: A Proactive Approach........................................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

David Frances*, PhD, Quadrant Health Strategies, Inc., Beverly, MA

OEM promotes good nutrition, regular exercise, and healthful habits to prevent illness and injury. But OEM practitioners have lacked the tools to actively address one major contributor to health and productivity problems: common mental health disorders, estimated to cost American business at least $225 billion/year. This session will present research-based concepts to address these problems in the workplace and introduce evidence-based techniques for self-improvement and demonstrate...
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

a stigma-free training program by which to educate receptive corporate audiences. This session will review benefits and shortcomings of traditional efforts to address mental health issues in the corporate environment; present 50 years of research supporting the concept of cognitive health; describe how irrational, self-defeating thinking habits can be identified and unlearned; and demonstrate a lunch-and-learn program on cognitive health that has been piloted successfully at two global companies.

Session 307: ACOEM Court: You Be the Judge! CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Laurence John Free, Esq., Keating, Wagner, Poldor & Free, Denver, CO
Alisa M. Koval, MD, MPH, MHSA, Denver Health/COSH, Denver, CO
Paul Krueger, JD, Ritzema & Lyon, PC, Denver, CO
Michael J. Levine*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medical Consultant, Williamsburg, VA
Francesca K. Litow*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Norfolk Southern Corporation, Norfolk, VA
X. J. Ethan Moses*, MD, MPH, Peak Form Medical Clinic, Brighton, CO
Sadie Sanchez*, MD, MPH, Denver Health Center for Occupational Safety and Health, Denver, CO

This session will present workers’ compensation cases based on case files (or presenting facts that mimic what has occurred in files, adjusted to maximize educational value), wherein faculty will portray the roles of claimant’s attorney, a defense attorney and physical defending/explaining the position taken with regard to restrictions, maximum medical improvement, accommodations in the workplace, or other issues impacting fitness to return to work. Participants will be engaged and will “vote” as to their “ruling” on each case, based upon the information presented. The faculty will then present and discuss the actual court decision(s) pertinent to each case. Although cases will be drawn from Colorado case files, the information presented will be based upon principles common to workers’ compensation law in general and not limited to Colorado.

Session 308: Hazardous Drug Exposure and Medical Surveillance........................................................ CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Melissa McDiarmid*, MD, MPH, DABT, FACOEM, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Richard D. Newcomb*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Mark Russi*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Yale New Haven Health System, New Haven, CT
Melanie Swift*, MD, FACOEM, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Marcelo Targino*, MD, MPH, FACP, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ

Hazardous drug handling entails well recognized and common occupational exposure risks for health care and pharmaceutical personnel in a range of workplaces. Environmental controls may not fully mitigate exposure risk, particularly in health care settings, and medical surveillance for hazardous drug handlers is recommended in national guidelines. However, the specificity and clinical value of surveillance tests are controversial. The session will include evidence for current recommendations, analysis of risks and value for specific tests, evaluation of current surveillance practices in health care and pharmaceutical populations, and operational challenges in medical surveillance. This session was organize by the Medical Center Occupational Health Special Interest Section, in conjunction with the Physicians in the Pharmaceutical Industry Special Interest Section.

1:30pm-3:00pm

Session 309: Current Issues Affecting the Health and Safety of Underserved Occupational Populations in the US and Abroad............................................................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Other

Bruce Goldstein, JD, Farmworker Justice, Washington, DC
Rafael Y. Lefkowitz*, MD, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
Scott Morris*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Valley Medical Center of the University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Michael O’Malley*, MD, University of California, California Department of Pesticide Regulations, Davis, CA
Molly Tran*, MD, MPH, MA, FACOEM, State University of New York-Downstate School of Public Health, Brooklyn, NY

This session will explore current issues affecting the health and safety of different underserved occupational populations in the US and abroad. It will also review some of the relevant legal and regulatory changes faced by this marginalized group of workers. Additional populations will include those caught up in human trafficking and bicycle transportation workers. Clinical, toxicological, regulatory, and legislative issues involving pesticide

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
monitoring and skin cancer will also be addressed. This session was organized by the Underserved Occupational Populations Special Interest Section.

TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017

1:30pm-3:00pm

Session 310: Interaction of Health Care Worker Health and Safety on Patient Health and Safety ............. CME/MOC: 1.5

TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Todd Hohn, CSP, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA
T. Warner Hudson*, MD, FACOEM, FAAFP, UCLA Health System and Campus, Los Angeles, CA
E. Andrew Kapp*, PhD, CSP, CHMM, Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., Northbrook, IL
Robert K. McLellan*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH

There is growing agreement that the health and safety of patients is inextricably linked to the health and safety of health care workers. Therefore, health care employers need to put a new emphasis on ensuring the health and safety of their own workers. It requires striving to achieve greater parity of resources, alignment of workplace incentives, institutional commitment, and a new focus on accountability for healthy and safe employee environments beginning with senior leadership. ACOEM and Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., convened a summit to identify recommendations for both how best to integrate worker and patient health and safety programs and how to evaluate the effectiveness of these programs. This session will review these recommendations and provide examples from hospital and health care systems to demonstrate how some employers are beginning to construct models that promote this new vision for health care worker safety and wellness. This session was organized by the Health and Productivity Special Interest Section.

1:30pm-5:00pm

Session 311: Evidence-Based Workers’ Compensation (WC) Management............................................. CME/MOC: 1.5

TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Edward J. Bernacki*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Dell Medical School, Austin, TX
Heather Holt Kraus, Esq., Semmes, Bowen & Semmes, Baltimore, MD
Nimisha Kalia-Satwah*, MD, MPH, MBA, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
Robert Alan Lavin, MD, MS, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Xuguang (Grant) Tao*, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Larry Yuspeh, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

This session will address recent trends in WC injuries and WC cost; development of predictive models for WC cost using epidemiological/bio-statistic tools; impact of opioid, benzodiazepines, sedatives, and antidepressants on WC cost; early use and discontinuation of opioids may be associated with better outcomes; and beneficial impact of occupational clinics on injuries and WC cost. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

1:30pm-5:00pm

Session 312: Public Safety Medicine Update 2017: The Cutting Edge .................................................. CME/MOC: 3.0

TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Fabrice Czarnecki*, MD, MA, MPH, FACOEM, Transportation Security Administration, Arlington, VA
Michael J. Levine*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medical Consultant, Williamsburg, VA
Patrick McKenna, DO, MPH, US Navy, Norfolk, VA
Richard J. Miller*, MD, Peachtree, GA
Daniel G. Samo*, MD, FACOEM, Northwest Medical Group, Chicago, IL

This session is designed to present the most up-to-date medical guidance, controversies, and central issues surrounding the evaluation and care of firefighters, law enforcement officers (LEOs), and emergency medical service workers. There will be an overview of updates to ACOEM’s Guidance for the Medical Evaluation of Law Enforcement Officers. Specific clinical cases of how the Guidance has been used for evaluation of LEOs with various medical conditions including spine conditions, hip injuries, and psychiatric issues will be presented. There will be a discussion of the extensive updates to NFPA 1582 and how to use the document to evaluate firefighters with conditions such as car-
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Diastolic enlargement and heat stress. There will also be time for a presentation on any late-breaking topics, as well as a question and answer session for discussions with leading public safety medicine practitioners. This session was organized by the Public Safety Medicine Special Interest Section.

Session 313: Inhalational Hazards and Respiratory Health Effects from Post 9/11 Deployment to Southwest Asia. CME/MOC: 3.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Drew A. Helmer, MD, MS, War Related Illness and Injury Study Center, VA-NJHCS, East Orange, NJ
Silpa Dhoma Krefft*, MD, MPH, National Jewish Health, Denver, CO
Geoffrey S. Plumlee, PhD, US Geological Survey, Reston, VA
Cecile S. Rose*, MD, MPH, National Jewish Health, Denver, CO

This session will provide an overview of inhalational hazards (desert dust particulate matter, burn pit emissions, fuel combustion products) that military personnel and civilian contractors frequently encounter during post-9/11 deployment to Iraq, Afghanistan, and other regions in southwest Asia. This session also will feature discussions of epidemiology and clinical manifestations of the emerging spectrum of post-9/11 deployment-related respiratory diseases such as asthma and bronchiolitis. Clinicians and researchers from the military and civilian sectors will present updates from the ongoing VA Airborne Hazards and Open Burn Pit Registry, current prevention efforts, disease detection and management recommendations, and future research needs.

Session 314: Migration and Work: Understanding Populations in the Americas and the US. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Other

Linda Forst*, MD, MS, MPH, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL
Matthew Keifer*, MD, MPH, Medicine and Public Health University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Jorge A. Morales Camino*, MD, PhD, FACOEM, Proctor & Gamble, Cuajimalpa de Morelos, Mexico

This session will address the special health and safety issues experienced by immigrant US workers in the construction and health care industries. It will present the population demographics, health and safety hazards, and examples of prevention programs targeted to these groups. Recommendations for addressing acute and chronic occupational illnesses and injuries in these underserved occupational populations will be presented. This session was organized by the Underserved Occupational Populations Special Interest Section, in conjunction with the International Special Interest Section.

Session 315: Communicating Effectively with Non-Occupational Health Colleagues on Differing Opinions in Managing Fitness-for-Duty and Return-to-Work. CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Philip Adamo*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Baystate Health, Springfield, MA
Gladys L. Fernandez, MD, Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, MA
Michael J. Levine*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medical Consultant, Williamsburg, VA

Simulation-based education has become a part of health care training, assessment of performance, and team-based competency evaluations nationally and internationally. The role of simulation for teaching and assessing knowledge, skills, and behavior has been described and effectively implemented across undergraduate and graduate academic centers for more than a decade. The body of evidence supporting this as an adjunct for educating and evaluating new skills, assessing retention of skills, and maintenance of proficiency is increasing and this is the basis for much of the ongoing training. Simulation can be a supportive adjunct to the assessment of effectiveness and identification of needs and challenges as well as training and remediation of skills related to challenging interpersonal communications, conflict resolution, and team-based approaches to patient care. This session will include role play scenarios for audience engagement. This session was organized by the OEM Practice Council.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017

3:30pm-5:00pm

Session 316: Partnering with Workers’ Compensation Insurers to Reach Small Enterprises in Need of Health Promotion and Health Protection ..................... CME/MOC: 1.5
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Karen Curran, Pinnacol Assurance, Denver, CO
Lee S. Newman*, MD, FACOEM, Center for Worker Health and Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Denver, CO
Natalie Schwatka, PhD, Center for Health, Work & Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO
Erin Shore, MPH, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO

The literature supplies evidence on the impact of employee health on productivity and traditional health care costs, but does it also impact workers’ compensation costs and claims? Additionally, health promotion programs may succeed in mid- to large-size companies, but what can be done to reach the small enterprises where the majority of Americans work? This session will examine the nexus of workers’ compensation, health promotion, and small businesses by presenting three studies that illustrate innovative approaches. Topics will include the impetuous for promoting worker well-being from the perspective of Pinnacol Assurance, Colorado’s major workers’ compensation carrier and the interaction between work organization, workers’ personal health, and workers’ compensation claims and costs. Data from a successful dissemination program for small businesses that applies Total Worker Health® principles “scaled” to improve adoption and success will be discussed.

5:15pm-6:15pm

Session 317: Neurological Fitness-for-Duty .... CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Jonathan Rutchik*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA

This session will cover recent and timely cases of police officers, firefighters, commercial drivers, aviation, and other safety-sensitive individuals who have neurological diagnoses. Such diagnoses include head injuries, headaches, seizures, strokes, mental incapacitation, limb pain, tremors, and neurodegenerative disorders. Discussion will include the various recommendations and regulations in order for practitioners to assist employers in the return-to-work process while considering the American Disabilities Act. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

Session 318: Mitigating the Health Risk of Hydrogen Sulfide and Other Workplace Hazards in Oil and Gas Production...... CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Environmental Health and Risk Management

Michael S. McKee, PE, Caerus Oil and Gas, LLC, Denver, CO

Workplaces hazards abound in the exploration for and production of oil and gas. These hazards can range from pressurized lines and equipment to explosions and fires to exposure of hazardous vapors such as hydrogen sulfide. This session will present an overview with a specific discussion of current best practices regarding the mitigation of exposure to hydrogen sulfide, a particularly dangerous substance that can be present in oil and gas work. Specific case reports will highlight best practices to mitigate workplace hazards, with emphasis on the mitigation of hydrogen sulfide in the corporation’s operation on the western slope of Colorado. The speaker is the environmental, health and safety manager for a private oil and gas production corporation in Denver.

Session 319: Patient Satisfaction Measurement in OEM ................................................. CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM

Douglas Wayne Martin*, MD, FACOEM, FAAFP, FIAIME, Unity Point Clinic – St. Luke’s Occupational Medicine, Sioux City, IA
Glenn Pransky*, MD, MOccH, FACOEM, Liberty Mutual Research Institute, Hopkinton, MA
Matthew S. Thiese*, PhD, MSPH, Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT

Patient satisfaction measures are increasingly used to evaluate and improve quality in all types of medical practices. With these tools, it is important that they be appropriately designed for the practice and adequately tested to ensure that they reflect and promote quality care and do not create financial incentives that may lead to lower quality or excessive medical care. The unique aspects of OEM practice require development of OEM-specific measures and thoughtful interpretation of results. Several unique features of OEM practice (work status as a primary outcome, potential conflicts between employer and patient interests, medico-legal context of work injuries; performance of regulatory examinations, and others) create OEM-specific concerns which imply a need for an OEM-specific approach to patient satisfaction assessment. This session will review the background, development, and current status of the ACOEM Patient Satisfaction Survey Tool. This session was organized by the Private Practice in Occupational Medicine Special Interest Section.
Session 320: US Military OEM Update .......... CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Col Jon R. Jacobson, DO, MPH, US Air Force, Falls Church, VA
Pamela L. Krahl*, MD, MPH, US Navy/Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD
William A. Rice*, US Navy/Uniformed Services University, Bethesda, MD

This session is led by the specialty leaders and consultants for OEM from each of the US military services and is intended to familiarize learners with the occupational health programs of each of the services, highlighting the similarities and differences in major governing regulations. Greater understanding of these similarities and differences can benefit OEM practice on joint installations, provide insight into some of the challenges of integrating programs on joint bases, and offer suggestions of possible areas for research to address gaps in knowledge of current program status. This session was organized by the Federal and Military Occupational and Environmental Medicine Special Interest Section.

Session 321: Is There a Doctor on Board? Preparing for Airline Medical Events and Emergencies........ CME/MOC: 1.0
TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM

Robert Orford*, MD, CM, MS, MPH, FACP, FACOEM, Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ

There were 3.5 billion airline passengers in 2015, with 3-6 reported medical events and emergencies per 1,000 passengers daily. Physicians or other medically trained personnel on board are frequently asked to assist when a medical event occurs, but often have little knowledge of what resources are available to them, and what they should do. Aircrafts carry first-aid kits and expanded medical kits in addition to automated external defibrillators. Ground-based medical support from the airline medical department or from a contracted in-flight emergency medical service is also normally readily available. In addition to providing assistance for passengers in-flight, occupational health professionals should be prepared to offer preventive advice to traveling employees and patients. The Aerospace Medical Association’s Medical Guidelines for Airline Travel will be discussed. Practical advice on how to prepare for and respond to medical events on board an aircraft will be provided.

Room locations for sessions are indicated on the Schedule-at-a-Glance, beginning on page 3.
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**Speaker Designation:** Speakers who are members of ACOEM are indicated with an asterisk (*) throughout this program. The College would like to take this opportunity to recognize their contribution to ACOEM.

**WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 2017**

**7:00am-8:00am**

**Session 401: Preventing Musculoskeletal Disorders: Screening and Workplace Interventions** .......... CME/MOC: 1.0

**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**

Ibraheem (Abe) Al-Tarawneh, PhD, Ohio Center for Occupational Safety and Health, Pickerington, OH

Bradley A. Evanoff*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Washington University, St. Louis, MO

David Rempel*, MD, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA

Post-offer pre-placement (POPP) testing for carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), low back pain (LBP), and other musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) is used to prevent workplace injuries. Under this practice, workers with abnormal nerve conduction, radiographs, or other findings are not hired into physically demanding jobs. This presentation will review current evidence on the utility of POPP screening for CTS and LBP. The Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation recently expanded the financial resources and reach of its occupational safety and health programs. The impact has been a reduction of injuries by 13.2%. This session will present some of these programs with case studies exploring their impact. The Safety Intervention Grants Program provides matching funds to businesses for engineering controls to prevent MSDs. Participating businesses reduced the frequency and cost of injuries by 66% and 81%, respectively. This model program has components that should be useful to any size company.

**Session 402: The Role of the Occupational Health Provider in Active Shooter and Bomber Situation** .......... CME/MOC: 1.0

**TRACK: Management and Administration in OEM**

Matthew Minson*, MD, Superior Energy Services/Texas A&M University, Houston, TX

Recent events in the US and abroad have brought greater attention to the health and medical response considerations for an active shooter or bomb-related incident. Understandably, the majority of emphasis has been focused on emergency service and public safety preparedness and response with an emphasis on integration and preparations. An area of medical practice that may and certainly will play a critical role is occupational health. Such an exploration and discussion, is the purpose of this presentation. Items discussed include top clinical issues associated with mass shooting and bombing issues as per the National Academies of Medicine position paper; medical information sharing with EMS and health care systems (FEMA IS 907) and how regulatory and legal applications (PREP Act, Countermeasures Dispensing, and disaster declarations); direct care considerations, credentialing recommendations; proprietary and civil liability issues; and behavioral health and surveillance.

**Session 403: Getting Your Start in Research** .......... CME/MOC: 1.0

**TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research**

Pamela L. Krahl*, MD, MPH, US Navy/Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD

Timothy M. Mallon*, MD, MS, MPH, FACOEM, US Navy/Uniformed Services University, Bethesda, MD

Contributing to the medical literature is critical to keep our specialty vibrant with sharing of ideas and advances, yet often, getting started in research can seem like an overwhelming undertaking. Demystify research by learning from three seasoned researchers who will share their experiences and give practical advice on how you can get your start. This session was organized by the Academic Occupational Medicine Special Interest Section. This session may be of particular interest to residents and recent graduates.

**Session 404: Better WC Care through Better Documentation and Coding Requirements** .......... CME/MOC: 1.0

**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**

Marianne Cloeren*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Managed Care Advisors, Baltimore, MD

The documentation requirements for workers’ compensation care follow rules designed for a different purpose. Clinicians providing and documenting care consistent with evidence-based practice standards are usually not rewarded for this because the coding system does not recognize the different cognitive work needed for good care in workers’ compensation. ACOEM is trying to change this with the publication of a position paper on Defining Documentation Requirements for Coding Quality Care in Workers’ Compensation, and multiple support documents for putting these recommendations into practice. This multi-year effort has gained the interest and support of many industry experts. This session will review the status of this effort, share tools for implementation, and address how ACOEM members can champion this initiative. This session was organized by the Work Fitness and Disability Special Interest Section, in conjunction with the OEM Practice Council.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

**Session 405:** Carbon Monoxide Neurotoxicity .............................. CME/MOC: 1.0
**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**
Jeffrey Brent, MD, PhD, University of Colorado, School of Medicine, Aurora, CO
Jonathan Rutnick*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of California, San Francisco, CA
David Schretlen, PhD, ABPP-CN, FAPA, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

This session will introduce clinical vignettes of carbon monoxide exposures and will present the state of art for this evaluation, including history, physical examination findings, exposure assessment, and neuropsychological testing. The discussion will include the delayed neurological and neuropsychological syndrome, as well as the challenges of neurological and neuropsychological testing with the goals of presenting a guide to be able to confidently separate anxiety, depression, PTSD, progressive dementia, and true neuropsychological abnormality from common normal variant testing results.

10:15am-11:15am
**Session 406: Exposure, Metabolomics and Biomarkers, and Health Outcomes, Part I .................................... CME/MOC: 1.5**
**TRACK: Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM**
Dean P. Jones, PhD, Emory University, Atlanta, GA
Timothy M. Mallon*, MD, MS, MPH, FACOEM, US Navy/Uniformed Services University, Bethesda, MD
Karan Uppal, PhD, Emory University, Atlanta, GA
Douglas I. Walker, Tufts University, Atlanta, GA

This session will discuss the examination of deployment exposures and describe various metabolomic and environmental biomarkers related to burn pit exposures. This session was organized by the Federal and Military Occupational and Environmental Medicine Special Interest Section.

8:00am-10:00am
**Session 400: Annual Membership Meeting and Awards Presentation Breakfast .............................. CME/MOC: 1.0**

This session will feature the annual membership meeting and awards presentations, along with the induction of new ACOEM officers and directors, including ACOEM’s new president. In addition, Dr. Gregory R. Wagner will present the William B. Patterson Memorial lecture on, “Ethical and Policy Challenges to Government OHS Science: Past, Present, and Future.”

10:15am-12:30pm
**Session 407: Diagnostic and Interventional Treatments for Upper Extremity Injuries Using Musculoskeletal Ultrasound for OEM Physicians ............................................ CME/MOC: 2.0**
**TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice**
Bharat C. Patel, MD, DABIPP, DABPMR, FIPP, Deuk Spine Institute, Melbourne, FL
Kristine Swinton Robinson, MD, FACEP, Department of Emergency Medicine, West Virginia University School of Medicine, Morgantown, WV
Yusef Sayeed*, MD, MPH, Meng, CPH, CMRO, Deuk Spine Institute, Melbourne, FL
Michael P. Schaefer, MD, R-MSK, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH
Keziah Sully, MD, Deuk Spine Institute, Melbourne, FL

This session is specifically designed for health care providers who are exploring musculoskeletal ultrasound to enhance the evaluation and management of the patients with upper limb injury and complaints. Covering the shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints in detail, this course will present a systematic and focused assessment with ultrasound. The session will include both live scanning and when and how to intervene. The participant will develop ultrasound pattern recognition of the major tendons, ligaments, nerves, and muscles surrounding these joints. The case discussions will focus on pathologies that are commonly encountered. In addition, the session will cover regenerative medicine topics including platelet rich plasma, stem cell therapy, and the current state of the evidence.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 2017
10:15am-12:30pm

Session 408: Review and Update of 15 Years of the World Trade Center Health Program .................................................. CME/MOC: 2.0
TRACK: OEM Clinical Practice

Michael Crane*, MD, MPH, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY
Laura E. Crowley, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY
Jacqueline Moline*, MD, MSc, FACOEM, Northwell Health, Great Neck, NY
Julia Nicolaou, MPH, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY
Faith Ozbay, MD, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY

This session will cover aspects of the World Trade Center Health Program (WTCHP) as it is pertinent to the practicing occupational medicine physician. The WTCHP is funded by NIOSH and dedicated to monitoring and surveillance of those responders and volunteers who were exposed to dust and debris at the World Trade Center disaster site. The WTCHP identifies and provides medical care for a range of physical and mental health conditions directly related to this exposure. These diseases include, but are not limited to: rhinitis, sinusitis, gastroesophageal reflux, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, interstitial lung disease, traumatic injury, anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder. The WTCHP provides medical monitoring and treatment services for WTC-related conditions, benefits counseling, and collects information to identify new potentially WTC-related conditions.

Session 409: Providing a Warm Hand-off: Connecting Safety-Net Providers with Occupational Health Consultation ............................................. CME/MOC: 2.0
TRACK: OEM Education and Scientific Research

Cristina Demian*, MD, MPH, University of Rochester Finger Lakes Occupational Health Services, Rochester, NY
Tillman Farley, MD, Salud Family Health Center, Fort Lupton, CO
Katherine H. Kirkland*, DrPH, MPH, Association of Occupational and Environmental Clinics, Washington, DC
Scott Morris*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Valley Medical Center of the University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Nicholas K. Reul*, MD, MPH, Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, Olympia, WA
Rosemary Sokas*, MD, MOH, FACOEM, Georgetown University, Washington, DC

Low-wage, high-risk working populations often employed at small or marginal enterprises and frequently lack access to occupational health services. However, these workers may have access to safety net primary care through a network of federally qualified health centers and their look-alikes. Primary care clinicians in these settings often feel unprepared to address occupational health, are burdened addressing many other health needs, and are often unaware of existing occupational medicine expertise for referral or curbside consult. Potential resources include occupational health clinic networks in two states, Washington and New York, and occupational health and migrant clinicians network organizations, each of which has implemented programs to facilitate occupational health services. This session will review the needs and resources, examine what works and what doesn't work, and explore approaches that the Underserved Occupational Populations Special Interest Section or ACOEM might pursue to develop and evaluate solutions. This session was organized by the Underserved Occupational Populations Special Interest Section.
Session 411: Medical Marijuana

Kenneth R. Hosack, MA, Craig Hospital, Englewood, CO
Maria Michas*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, University of Massachusetts Health Care, Worcester, MA
Paul Tauriello, Colorado Division of Workers’ Compensation, Denver, CO

Marijuana is the most commonly used illicit drug in the US and the drug most frequently detected in workplace drug-testing programs. Multiple states have enacted marijuana laws that conflict with federal laws. This session will address the workplace effects of medical and recreational marijuana, including practical responses to challenges and issues related to impairment.

Session 410: Exposure, Metabolomics and Biomarkers, and Health Outcomes, Part II

Phillip K. Hopke, PhD, Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY
Timothy M. Mallon*, MD, MS, MPH, FACOEM, US Navy/Uniformed Services University, Bethesda, MD
Professor Julie Thakar, PhD, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
Mark Utell*, MD, Strong Memorial Hospital and the University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
Collynn Woeller, PhD, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY

This session will help participants understand the tools used to identify molecular signatures associated with deployment exposures and to identify biological processes and disease pathways that are impacted. The session will discuss epigenetics, microRNAs, and inflammatory biomarkers, and changes to pre- and post-deployment, and the relationship with health outcomes in deployed service members. Advances in large database statistical applications will be examined. This session was organized by the Federal and Military Occupational and Environmental Medicine Special Interest Section.
INDIVIDUAL SCIENTIFIC AND RESIDENT ABSTRACTS

Resident and Individual Scientific Abstract Posters
Posters will be on display beginning Sunday, April 23 in the exhibit hall. Poster authors will be available to discuss their research on Sunday, April 23 from 4:00pm-5:45pm.

Resident Posters: 101-160 | Individual Scientific Posters: 202-229

Shuchi Agarwal, MD, MPH
Abstract 101: Sit-Stand Workstations and Impact on Lower Back Discomfort: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

Shuchi Agarwal, MD, MPH
Abstract 102: Silicosis in a Gold Miner

Al Ismail Hashem, MD
Abstract 103: Predictors of Nurse Absenteeism

Abdulrahman Al Naeem, MD
Abstract 104: Prevalence of Job Related Injuries among Construction Workers

Nima Alipour, DO, MBA
Abstract 105: Efficacy of Early Intervention with Manual Therapy in Acute Occupational Low Back Pain on Overall Case Duration

Waleed Mohammed, MD
Abstract 106: Fatigue Among Military Pilots in Aeromedical Center of Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Ammar A. Alrudayan, MD
Abstract 107: Date Palm Packers Hand Dermatitis

Malak A. Alsadah, MD
Abstract 108: Effect of Shift Work and Effort Reward Imbalance on GI symptoms among Nurses

Ali Alshomrani, MD
Abstract 109: How Many Peak Flow Efforts Are Needed?

Khalid Badr, MBBS

James Bencivenga, MD
Abstract 112: Evaluation of a diabetes incentive program for diabetic employees of a multispecialty medical group

Sarah J. Bronner, MD
Abstract 113: Residency Website Redesign Using Quality Improvement Methodologies, Residency Website Redesign: Application of Quality Improvement Methodologies

Aisha Chaudhry
Abstract 114: Evaluation of a fifteen-year community monitoring program

Michael Deveau, MD
Abstract 115: Analysis of Ambler, PA death certificates from a 1930's cohort to determine mortality experience of asbestos related diseases

Michael J. D’Onofrio, MAJ, MD, MPH
Abstract 116: Lead Intoxication of a 47 Year Old Male

Ada Egbuji, MD
Abstract 117: The Flu Shot Clinic Program at McHarry Medical College Employee Health Clinic: A Quality Improvement Project

Ronald Figueredo, MD
Abstract 118: Back Muscle Endurance As Measured by Ito Test Duration

Hiroko Furo, MD, PhD
Abstract 119: Biomarkers of Cadmium Exposure: Systematic Review

Paul Hendricksen, MD
Abstract 121: Characterization of emergency department utilization among active duty service members in the San Antonio Enhanced Multiservice Market

George J. Hnath, DO
Abstract 122: A Descriptive Analysis of Skin Disease Reported Aboard the Hospital Ship USNS Comfort During the Humanitarian Mission, Continuing Promise 2011.

Jose Jeune, MD
Abstract 123: Need for Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Guidelines on Obstructive Sleep Apnea
INDIVIDUAL SCIENTIFIC AND RESIDENT ABSTRACTS

Nathan M. Jones, BS, MS
Abstract 125: Estimating the Cost of Agricultural Morbidity in Maine and New Hampshire

Crystal Maria Jones, MD, MPH
Abstract 126: Assessment of Medical Student Knowledge of the field of Occupational and Environmental Medicine

Sangeeta Kaushik, MD, MPH
Abstract 127: Acid Injuries Reported to OSHA’s Severe Injury Reporting System, January 2015 to December 2016

Shaadi Khademi, MD
Abstract 128: Assessment of Sun-Safety Behaviors and Knowledge of Sun Protection and Skin Cancer in the Farmworker Population of South Texas

Boris Kholdarov, MD
Abstract 129: Sharps Injuries and Bloodborne Pathogen Exposures: An Analysis Within a Large Biomedical Institution

Hyeongdo Kim, DO
Abstract 130: First-aid training to address the high rates of injury among workers in the Montana logging industry

Edward H. Lee, MD, JD, MPH
Abstract 131: Laboratory Animal Bite Anaphylaxis - A National Survey

Brian Linde, MD
Abstract 133: Evaluation of a Wellness Visit Program to Prevent Burnout in Internal Medicine Residents

Brenden Matus, MD, MPH
Abstract 134: Evaluation of hearing hazards and implementation of a hearing loss protection program at a Guatemalan sugar manufacturing company

Erin McLaughlin, MD
Abstract 135: A case of pulmonary fibrosis in a worker exposed to glass-reinforced plastic

Daphney Myrtil, MD, MOH
Abstract 136: The Effect of Health Coaching on Cholesterol Profiles in Firefighters

Natasha Narayan, MD, MPHc
Abstract 137: Treatment Outcomes of Corticosteroid Injection versus Physical Therapy and NSAID use alone for Sacroiliac Joint Pain in Work-Related Injuries

Esi W. Nkyekyer, MD
Abstract 139: Opioid and Benzodiazepine Use and Risk of Occupational Injury

Christina O’Hara, MD
Abstract 140: The Risk of Pregnancy Related Hypertensive Disorders Associated with Sickle Cell Trait in U.S. Service Women

Chinyere Omeogu, MD, MPH
Abstract 141: Efficacy of A Mobile Behavioral Intervention For Workers With Insomnia

Lais Paparotti
Abstract 143: Retrospective Study of the Profile of Employees Victims of Work Accidents in Benefit by Disability Submitted to the Previous Medical Record

Suvag Patnaik
Abstract 144: Knowledge Attitudes and Perceptions about Zika Virus Disease at a Historically Black School and College

Andrew Phillips, MD, MOH
Abstract 147: Breastfeeding and the Workplace: Does job category affect length of breastfeeding?

Luiz Felipe Tolentino Priester
Abstract 149: Evaluation of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health for the Assessment of Disability among Brazilian Disability Benefits

Scott M. Riester, MD, PhD
Abstract 150: Incidence of rheumatoid arthritis among World Trade Center responders

Scott M. Riester, MD, PhD
Abstract 151: The composition of a contemporary occupational medicine practice

Oscar L. Sanders, MD
Abstract 153: Emergency preparedness and first-aid training to enhance safety culture in the Logging Industry of the Intermountain United States

Yusef Sayeed, MD, MPH, Meng

Tyson Schwab, MS
Abstract 155: Job Satisfaction and Shoulder Impingement Syndrome
INDIVIDUAL SCIENTIFIC AND RESIDENT ABSTRACTS

Fatima Sheikh, MD, MS
Abstract 156: Accidental Laboratory Exposure to Burkholderia Pseudomallei: Prevention, Precautions, and Post-Exposure Protocol

Aditi Vyas, MD
Abstract 157: Seeing is Believing: Eye Straining Reducing Glasses in Radiology

Aditi Vyas, MD
Abstract 158: Pedal to the Metal: Under Desk Cycles in Radiology

Rex Spencer Watson, MD, MS, MOH
Abstract 159: The Effect of Auricular Acupuncture on Grip and Fine Pincer Strength, Blood Pressure/Pulse and Forearm Blood Flow: A Sham-Controlled, Randomized, Double-Blinded, Crossover Study

Osama Zeinalabidin
Abstract 202: Study of Skin Disorders Among Health Care Workers using latex gloves in Alexandria main university hospitals

Ulas Cinar
Abstract 204: Investigation of Usability of Recycled Materials in Protective Earmuffs

Hisashi Eguchi
Abstract 207: Psychosocial factors and co-worker perceptions of return-to-work opportunities for workers with a mental health issue: A Japanese population-based study

Luciano Resende Ferreira, MD, MSc, PhD
Abstract 208: Caregiver Burden of Chronic Disease Patients Followed by a Homecare Service in Brazil - Preliminary Results

Luciano Resende Ferreira, MD, MSc, PhD
Abstract 210: Smoking and Pulmonary Alterations in Retired Bauxite Mining Workers: A Retrospective Study

Elizabeth Frenzel, MD, MPH
Abstract 211: Association of Increased Influenza Vaccination in Health Care Workers (HCW) with a Reduction in Nosocomial Influenza Infections in Cancer Patients

Ximena P. Garzon-Villalba, MD, PhD, CPH
Abstract 212: Ability to Discriminate Between Sustainable and Unsustainable Heat Stress Exposures. Part 1: WBGT Exposure Limits

Nathan Gross, PhD, MSN, RN
Abstract 213: The Effect of Delayed Injury Reporting on the Occurrence of Restricted and Lost Work Days

Mason D. Harrell III, MD, MPH
Abstract 214: Infection rates and risk factors for infection in healthcare workers during Ebola and Marburg virus outbreaks: A systematic review of the literature

Craig Karpilow, MD, MPH, MRO, DME, FACOEM
Abstract 216: Decrease in Musculoskeletal Complaints in the Workplace with Improved Sleep Hygiene

John M. Mayer, DC, PhD, CCRP
Abstract 219: Departmental Variations in Wellness, Fitness, and Occupational Injury Characteristics of Firefighters

Katie McBee, PT, DPT, OCS, MS, CEASII
Abstract 220: Integrating Behavioral Coaching for Modifiable Psychosocial Risk Factors Into A First Aid Program for the Prevention of Work Related Musculoskeletal Disorders: A Case Study

Luke Mease, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Abstract 221: Pupillometer Use Significantly Influences Accuracy and Precision of Pupil Measurement in an Occupational Medicine Setting

Tomohisa Nagata, MD
Abstract 222: Total burden of presenteeism, medical and pharmaceutical cost

Sudha P. Pandalai, MD, PhD, MS
Abstract 223: The OCCHLTH Questionnaire - A Tool for Detecting Occupational Illness and Injury in the Primary Care Setting

Robert M. Park, MS
Abstract 224: Risk Assessment for Toluene Diisocyanate (TDI)

Kristine S. Robinson, MD
Abstract 226: Work-Related Repetitive Use Injuries in Ultrasound Fellows

June Hart Romeo, PhD, NP-C
Abstract 227: Establishing Valid Sound Pressure Level Measurements in Orchestra Musicians
INDIVIDUAL SCIENTIFIC AND RESIDENT ABSTRACTS

Jeremy Rowell, MD
Abstract 228: Characteristics of Emergency Department Visits for Work-Related Injuries

James B. Stephenson, MD
Abstract 229: Back Injured Employees and Physical Therapy: Expediting Return to Full Duty Work

Resident Research Oral Presentations
The following abstracts will be presented at the podium during Session 210, “Resident Research Abstract Presentations,” on Monday, April 24, 2017 at 8:30am-12:00pm.

Craig Paul Anderson, DO
Abstract: 110: Gastrointestinal Health Effects among Coast Guard Responders of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill

Brent Jones, MD, MHI
Abstract: 124: Pre-Exertion Predictors of Heat-Related Illness

Pearlene Lee, MD
Abstract: 132: Healthcare Violence in the Department of Labor Datasets

Remington L. Nevin, MD, MPH, DrPH

Mellisa Pensa, MD, MPH
Abstract: 145: Opioid Prescription Patterns Among an Industrial Cohort and Factors Associated with Chronic Opioid Use

Gabriel C. Pepper, MD
Abstract: 146: Use of Military Occupational Codes to Estimate Inhalational Exposures in Military Deployers

Charles F. Prezzia, MD, MOH
Abstract: 148: Prediabetes and Undiagnosed Diabetes Mellitus among Commercial Motor Vehicle Drivers

Dwayne Wilson, MD
Abstract: 161: Ability of the Physiological Strain Index to Discriminate Between Sustainable and Unsustainable Heat Stress Exposures
ACOEM ANNUAL AWARDS

Lifetime Achievement in Occupational and Environmental Medicine Award

Created in 1938, this lifetime achievement award is the highest honor bestowed in occupational and environmental medicine (OEM). It recognizes an individual who has had a distinguished career in one or more disciplines of occupational medicine, environmental medicine, and/or environmental health.

Catherine M. Baase, MD, FACOEM, of Indian River, Mich., and retired Chief Health Officer and Global Director of Health Services for The Dow Chemical Company in Midland, receives the highest award in occupational and environmental medicine for her leadership and outstanding contributions to the specialty. Specifically, Dr. Baase is recognized for her vision as a proponent of workplace health and wellness and for her longstanding contributions to the field of health and productivity on a global basis. Recognized as one of the nation’s experts in the field of global health and productivity, Dr. Baase’s leadership has contributed greatly to the literature and scientific studies documenting the positive impact of quality workplace wellness programs. Dr. Baase is a long-time member of the ACOEM Health and Productivity Section and a former member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine.

Excellence in Education or Research in Occupational and Environmental Medicine Award

This lifetime achievement award is presented to an individual for significant contributions to academic excellence or research in the disciplines of occupational medicine, environmental medicine, and/or environmental health.

Timothy M. Mallon, MD, MPH, MS, FACOEM, receives this award for his distinguished career as an educator and researcher in OEM. A nationally recognized leader, Dr. Mallon has extensive expertise in military medicine, and is a Colonel in the United States Medical Corp. As OEM specialty advisor to the Army Surgeon General, he guided the development of a new residency program at Madigan Army Medical Center and a new joint Navy and Army OEM residency at the Aerospace Medicine Institute in Pensacola. He is also Associate Professor and National Capital Consortium OEM Residency Director for the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda, Md. As Residency Director, he has been instrumental in expanding the OEM training pipeline during an era of critical need. A renowned educator, Dr. Mallon has also participated or is currently participating in six funded grants. He is the author of 17 peer-reviewed journal articles and has authored two textbook chapters in the Textbook of Military Medicine in Occupational Medicine.

Health Achievement in Occupational Medicine Award

Created in 1948, this award recognizes an ACOEM member(s) for a specific, unique achievement in occupational and environmental medicine.

This year’s Health Achievement Award is presented jointly to Richard Heron, MB, ChB, FACOEM, and Ronald R. Loeppke, MD, MPH, FACOEM. Dr. Heron is vice president of health and chief medical officer at British Petroleum in England, and Dr. Loeppke, is vice chairman of U.S. Preventive Medicine in Brentwood, Tenn. They are recognized for their leadership and vision in co-founding the International Occupational Medicine Society Collaborative (IOMSC) in 2013, a medical/scientific organization created under the auspices of ACOEM (Dr. Loeppke) and the United Kingdom’s Society of Occupational Medicine (Dr. Heron). IOMSC provides an assembly for representatives of OEM societies worldwide to address and collaborate on issues of concern, to focus on opportunities to advance the specialty, and to promote the provision of evidence-based occupational medicine. Under their leadership, IOMSC has grown from 18 original societies to currently 32 societies with representatives from six of the seven continents.
ACOEM ANNUAL AWARDS

Meritorious Service Award

This award was established in 1945 to recognize an ACOEM member who has provided meritorious service to the College.

Constantine “Dean” J. Gean, MD, MS, MBA, FACOEM, Regional Medical Director for Liberty Mutual Insurance Company in Glendale, Calif., receives this award for his dedication and many years of support to ACOEM projects, specifically for his strategic leadership, vision, and guidance in implementing ACOEM’s Learning Management System, the development of the ACOEM Teaching Academy video resources, and the production and direction of the online Foundations Program. Dr. Gean is also cited for his leadership as chair (2014-2016) and co-chair (2016-2018) of the Council on Education and Academic Affairs. In addition, he is a member of the Council on Public Affairs, and was a former member of the ACOEM Board of Directors (2011-2014).

Kammer Merit in Authorship Award

This award is named for Adolf Kammer, MD, the first editor of the Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (JOEM). It recognizes the most outstanding article/contribution published in JOEM during a given year.

Harvey Checkoway, PhD, lead author; Linda D. Dell, MS; Paolo Boffetta, MD; Alexa Gallagher, PhD; Lori Crawford, MS; Peter S.J. Lees, PhD; and Kenneth A. Mundt, PhD, receive this award for their research on “Formaldehyde Exposure and Mortality Risks From Acute Myeloid Leukemia and Other Lymphohematopoietic Malignancies in the US National Cancer Institute Cohort Study of Workers in Formaldehyde Industries,” which appeared in the July 2015 issue of JOEM.

This research focuses on the associations between cumulative and peak formaldehyde exposure and mortality from acute myeloid leukemia and other lymphohematopoietic malignancies which represent a significant and increasing health burden for society. The study is cited for being rigorously designed/executed and well written. It produced results that have great potential for impact in the field.

2017 Resident Research Presentation Awards

Craig Paul Anderson, DO
Brent Jones, MD, MHI
Pearlene Lee, MD
Remington L. Nevin, MD, MPH, DrPH
Mellisa Pensa, MD, MPH
Gabriel C. Pepper, MD
Charles F. Prezzia, MD, MOH
Dwaynet Wilson, MD

2017 AOHC Resident Scholarship Recipients

Mellisa Pensa, MD, MPH
Michael J. D’Onofrio, MD
German L. Ellsworth, MD, MPH, MOH
Hiroko Furo, MD, PhD
Krishna Baumet, MD
Remington L. Nevin, MD, MPH, DrPH
Brian J. Linde, MD
Andre Montoya-Barthelemy, MD
Daphney Myrtil, MD
Reza Peymani, MD

2017 Public Safety Medical Special Interest Section Scholarship Recipients

Nathan Jones, BS
Charity Russell, MD
Maria Korre, ScD
Dwaynet Wilson, MD
FELLOWS AND NEW BOARD MEMBERS

New Fellows – Class Of 2017

- Daniel A. Bakston, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Elizabeth W. Bisgard, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Joseph L. Charlot, Jr., MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Gerard P. de Guzman, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Cristina Demian, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Aquaeo E. Ekanem, MD, FACOEM
- Malgorzata B. Hasek, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Kevin D. Johnson, DO, MPH, FACOEM
- Peter N. Low, MD, MS, FACOEM
- Shawn M. Olson, MD, FACOEM
- Norman C. Quesada, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Eric A. Schaub, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Herman O. Spanjaard, MD, FACOEM
- Christopher Westra, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Devin A. Wiles, DO, MPHTM, FACOEM
- Greg Vanichkachorn, MD, MPH, FACOEM

Incoming BOD and HOD Officers

Officers – 2017-2018
- President – Charles M. Yarborough, III, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- President-Elect - William G. Buchta, MD, MPH, MS, FACOEM
- Vice-President – Stephen A. Frangos, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Secretary/Treasurer – Beth A. Baker, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Immediate Past President – James A. Tacci, MD, JD, MPH, FACOEM

Directors – 2015-2018
- Richard F. Johnson, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Paul J. Papanek, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Daniel G. Samo, MD, FACOEM

Directors – 2016-2019
- Melissa A. Bean, DO, MBA, MPH, FACOEM
- James W. Butler, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Jill A. Rosenthal, MD, MPH, MA, FACOEM

Designated Observers – 2016-2019
- Catherine M. Champi, BC, CRNP, MSN, NP-C
- Jack Lasoski, PA-C, MPAS

Directors – 2017-2020
- Robert M. Bourgeois, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- David W. McKinney, MD, MPH, FACOEM
- Tanisha K. Taylor, MD, MPH, FACOEM

Young Physician Director – 2017-2020
- Kenji Saito, MD, JD

House of Delegates – 2017-2018
- Douglas W. Martin, MD, MRO, FACOEM - Speaker
- Darryl F. Lesoski, MD, MPH, FACOEM – Speaker-Elect
- Scott Levy, MD, MPH, FACOEM - Recorder
## AOHC 2017 ANCILLARY EVENTS
(AS OF MARCH 27, 2017)

All events at Sheraton Denver Downtown unless otherwise noted – room assignments to come

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Friday, April 21, 2017</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am-5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO Task Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza Court 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Saturday, April 22, 2017</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-9:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOEC Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's Square 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am-5:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's Square 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am-4:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOEM Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows (Tower Building)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am-5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO Task Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza Court 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Occupational Medicine Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's Square 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm-3:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Panel Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's Square 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm-5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Guidelines Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor's Square 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Medicine Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite – Fogo de Chao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite – Bubba Gump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOD Ragtag Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sunday, April 23, 2017</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Member Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Court D (Tower Building)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Scientific Advisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director's Row E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Productivity Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-11:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MROCC Exam (check-in begins 7:00am)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House of Delegates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom 1 (Tower Building)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABPM Certification Exam (registration begins 9:00am)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Fellows Luncheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council on OEM Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director's Row E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOC Part IV Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza Court 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRO Section Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45pm-9:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Fitness and Disability Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45pm-9:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents and Recent Graduates Section Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s Square 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Safety Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite – Maggiano’s at Pavilions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# AOHC 2017 ANCILLARY EVENTS
**(AS OF MARCH 27, 2017)**

*All events at Sheraton Denver Downtown unless otherwise noted – room assignments to come*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday, April 24, 2017</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>Residency Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>International Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Task Force on Coding Quality Care in Workers’ Comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm-1:30pm</td>
<td>Health Informatics Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45pm-6:45pm</td>
<td>WOEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15pm-7:30pm</td>
<td>IOMSC Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm-7:30pm</td>
<td>Residents and Recent Graduates Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm-9:00pm</td>
<td>Offsite Social Event for All Attendees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday, April 25, 2017</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am -8:00am</td>
<td>Council on Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
<td>Physician Assistants and Nurse Practitioners Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
<td>History and Archives Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am-8:00am</td>
<td>Transportation Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Council on Education and Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Underserved Occupational Populations Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm – 1:15pm</td>
<td>Rocky Mountain Academy of OEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm-8:30pm</td>
<td>Medical Center Occupational Health Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm</td>
<td>Past Presidents’ Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30pm</td>
<td>Federal and Military OEM Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm</td>
<td>Private Practice Section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday, April 26, 2017</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>ACOEM Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section meetings to be scheduled: Finance/Practice Management
GENERAL CONFERENCE INFORMATION

ACOEM
Established in 1916, the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM) is the pre-eminent organization of occupational health professionals who champion the health and safety of workers, workplaces, and environments. Its mission is to provide leadership by educating health professionals and the public; stimulating research; enhancing the quality of practice; guiding public policy; and advancing the field of occupational and environmental medicine (OEM). In its leadership role, ACOEM sponsors educational activities for physicians and other health professionals, including courses and the annual spring AOHC.

AOHC 2017
The 2017 American Occupational Health Conference (AOHC) is ACOEM’s 102nd Annual Meeting.

AOHC serves two fundamental purposes: it is the premier professional meeting for physicians and other health professionals who have an interest in the fields of occupational and environmental medicine (OEM); and it is the annual membership meeting for ACOEM’s members.

Educational Needs and Objectives
OEM is the medical specialty devoted to the prevention and management of occupational and environmental injury, illness, and disability, and the promotion of health and productivity of workers, their families, and communities.

ACOEM has identified core competencies in areas where the OEM-trained physician should strive to remain current and serve as a knowledgeable representative of the specialty. The ten core competencies are available at www.acoem.org

The ACOEM CME mission is to provide educational activities that enhance the professional capabilities related directly to the professional work of physicians practicing occupational and environmental medicine and (1) to promote physician lifelong and self-directed learning, (2) to improve worker/patient clinical outcomes, (3) to facilitate physician effectiveness and efficiency in carrying out professional responsibilities, and (4) communicate the value of occupational and environmental medicine.

To address the educational needs of OEM physicians, AOHC is planned within the context of desirable physician attributes and aligned with the OEM core competencies.

AOHC content is designed to enhance physician competence and performance and to improve patient outcomes by providing learner-centered education in the most current issues relevant to the practice of OEM.

Upon completion of AOHC 2017, the learner should be able to:

• evaluate current research;
• analyze emerging issues in OEM; and
• Exemplify effectiveness and efficiency in carrying out professional responsibilities.

Target Audience
AOHC is designed for physicians who specialize in or have an interest in OEM as well as for non-physicians, such as industrial hygienists, nurses, safety professionals, and environmental health specialists who are involved in the field. AOHC offers a variety of educational activities for participants new to OEM as well as for the experienced professional.

ACCME Accreditation Statement
“The American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.”

AMA Credit Designation Statement
“The American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 25.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.”

AAFP
Application for credit has been submitted to the American Academy of Family Physicians.

ABOHN
The American Board of Occupational Health Nurses may recognize AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ as applicable for the education requirements for certification by the ABOHN.

ABPM
ABPM – The majority of AOHC sessions are eligible for ABPM MOC credit toward recertification with the American Board of Preventive Medicine. Those sessions are identified by “MOC.” The maximum number of ABPM MOC credits available for this educational activity is 25.0 and the course code is 1391.

ABPM Patient Safety Requirement Sessions
The program was reviewed to identify sessions that met the ABPM patient safety requirement. The following sessions have been approved: 108, 215, 222, 303, 308, 310, 312. In order to claim credit as having met the patient safety requirement, submit a copy of your CME/MOC Credit Verification Form to ABPM showing that you have answered the self-assessment questions for these sessions.

Doctors of Osteopathy
This conference may be eligible for Category 2-A credit from the American Osteopathic Association.

Physician Assistants
AAPA accepts certificates of participation for educational activities certified for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™ from organizations
GENERAL CONFERENCE INFORMATION

accredited by ACCME or a recognized state medical society. Physician assistants may receive a maximum of 25.0 hours of credit for completing this program.

Attendees, particularly RNs, are encouraged to consult their respective certifying associations/agencies for the conversion to other educational credit.

HOW TO OBTAIN PROOF OF YOUR EDUCATIONAL CREDITS

AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)TM
In order to be awarded AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™, attendees should:
• Complete the CME/MOC attendance verification form, checking the box for CME credit.
• Return the form to the AOHC registration desk or to any ACOEM staff member. You may also fax or mail it to the ACOEM office.
• Approximately 60 days after the conference, your credits will post to your ACOEM CME record.

To access a copy of your ACOEM CME transcript, please follow the instructions below:

Begin at our website: www.acoem.org
• Select “MyACOEM LOG-IN” and log in using your e-mail address and password (please contact our Membership Department at 847-818-1800 if you are not aware of your log-in information. A default password was established for first time attendees).
• Your MyACOEM page will be displayed
• You will see a link on the left-hand side to View My CME Transcript (ACOEM members click on “myProfile” first)
• Enter the date range that you would like your CME transcript to cover
• Select “View Transcript”

• Your transcript will be displayed and is ready to be printed
This service is available to both ACOEM members and non-members, physicians and non-physicians. Please note, ACOEM does not produce or mail CME certificates. Proof of CME credit should be obtained via the online transcript system. The transcript contains the same wording as a certificate would have - it is simply in a different format.

ABPM MOC Credit
In order to be awarded ABPM MOC credit, attendees should:
• Complete the ABPM MOC self-assessment for the conference. The self-assessment is located near the AOHC registration area in the kiosks.
• Complete the CME/MOC attendance verification form, checking the box for MOC credit. Be sure to list your answers on the back of the form, otherwise credit cannot be awarded!
• Return the CME/MOC credit verification form to the AOHC registration desk or to any ACOEM staff member.
• Credit will post to your ABPM MOC profile approximately 60 days after the conference.

Please note, ABPM MOC credits are not posted to your ACOEM CME transcript. Unfortunately, we will be unable to process your MOC credits if you do not list the answers for the self-assessment on the back of the CME/MOC attendance verification form.

EVALUATIONS – A STREAMLIN ED EVALUATION PROCESS

To help ACOEM continue to offer the most up-to-date educational experiences possible and to provide the conference planning committee with faster and more robust information for developing future content, AOHC evaluations can once again be completed quickly and easily on your desktop, laptop, or PDA through a service called Meeting Metrics.

At the end of each day during the conference, watch your e-mail for a link to evaluate that day’s sessions. Each one you complete automatically enters you for a chance to win a prize! Complete the session evaluations onsite using your device or one of the AOHC internet stations. Soon after the conference, the overall evaluation will arrive. Please complete the evaluation – your opinions are vital and will make next year’s conference even better. The committee awaits your input!
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Disclaimer
The ideas represented in presentations at AOHC 2017 do not necessarily reflect ACOEM positions. ACOEM disclaims responsibility or liability for all products, services, or information presented at AOHC 2017. ACOEM does not endorse any product or service exhibited, nor necessarily support the content contained in the educational offerings.

Insurance/Liability
ACOEM cannot be held responsible for personal injury, loss, damage, accident to private property or additional expenses incurred as a result of delays or changes in air, rail, sea, road, or other services, strikes, sickness, weather, acts of terrorism, or any other cause. All participants are encouraged to make their own arrangements for health and travel insurance.

Disclosure Policy
As a provider accredited by the ACCME, ACOEM must ensure balance, independence, objectivity, and scientific rigor in all of its educational activities. In accordance with the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education’s Standards for Commercial Support, all CME providers are required to disclose to the activity audience the relevant financial relationships of the planners, teachers, and authors involved in the development of CME content. An individual has a relevant financial relationship if he or she has a financial relationship in any amount occurring in the last 12 months with a commercial interest whose products or services are discussed in the CME activity content over which the individual has control. In the case of an individual for whom a conflict cannot be resolved, that individual shall not participate in the development or presentation of the CME activity.

Handouts
All handouts submitted by speakers as of March 27, 2017, will be available to conference attendees via a secured area of ACOEM’s web site two weeks before and two weeks after the meeting. Registrants will be able to access the site, allowing them to view and print all or any of the submitted handouts.

Download the Conference App!

Be sure to have the app on all your mobile devices. It will enhance your onsite experience and become your go-to source for program details, exhibitor booth list and search, room locator, session handouts and much more. You can access the application by searching in the App Store™ or Google Play™ using the search term ACOEM (scroll down to the AOHC 2017 green icon). You may go this landing page for details: https://attendify.com/app/2krsrg or scan the QR code with your mobile device.
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AOHC TECH BAR – Back by Popular Demand!

The place to go for answers to all your tech questions.

With the right strategy in place, health professionals have much to gain by properly using digital media to market their services, share their years of experience and chime in on discussions with colleagues in the industry. Stop by the Tech Bar and experience technology like you never have before! Immerse yourself in all things tech from innovative gadgets, apps and disruptive software. Our tech experts can answer your questions about how to use and effectively integrate technology into your professional world. Learn how you can:

• Be more productive on your smart devices
• Create and share thought leadership content
• Increase engagement with other professionals

LinkedIn CORNER – New This Year!

A new feature designed to improve interactions, build connections and increase engagement.

LinkedIn had a makeover and it’s time to take a fresh look at your profile on the updated LinkedIn platform. Transform your understanding of the power of today’s LinkedIn, discuss profile Dos and Don’ts, and learn straightforward ways to reposition yourself as an expert and thought leader within your industry. You’ll walk away knowing how to:

• Engage your professional network of contacts
• Build connections that are useful and meaningful
• Showcase yourself as a desirable, well-rounded professional
• Share ideas to stand out and be sought out

Open Hours (subject to change):
Sunday, April 23 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. | Monday, April 24 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 25 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. | Wednesday, April 26 7:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Location
The Tech Bar, featuring the new LinkedIn Corner, is located adjacent to Registration and the Exhibit Hall. Follow the signs!

SESSION INFORMATION

Late Comers – Quiet Please!

And a friendly reminder to please silence cell phones while sessions are being conducted.

And a friendly reminder to please silence cell phones while sessions are being conducted.

AOHC Poster Presentations and Display

Individual Scientific Abstracts and Resident posters will be on display for viewing beginning Sunday, April 23 inside the ACOEM Exhibit Hall. Poster authors will be available to discuss their research with attendees on April 23 from 4:00pm–5:45pm.

Sessions

AOHC sessions offer focused presentations that cover critically chosen, cutting-edge subjects related to OEM competencies. Sessions are designed for OEM physicians and related professionals who practice in a variety of work settings.

Sessions are identified by tracks. The tracks are:

• OEM Clinical Practice
• Management and Administration in OEM
• OEM Education and Scientific Research
• Environmental Health and Risk Management
• Regulatory, Legal, Military, and Governmental OEM Practice
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AOHC Opening Session
The C. O. Sappington Memorial Lecture serves as a forum from which to address major issues in the field of OEM and will take place during the opening session. Highlights will also include the ACOEM Fellow elevation ceremony.

Resident-Friendly Sessions
The following sessions may be of particular interest to residents:
• Sunday: 101, 102, 103, 106, 110
• Monday: 203, 210, 211, 219, 225, 228
• Tuesday: 311, 317
• Wednesday: 403

ABPM Patient Safety Requirement Sessions
The program was reviewed to identify sessions that met the ABPM patient safety requirement. The following sessions have been approved: 108, 215, 222, 303, 308, 310, 312.

Learning Resources
We know you can’t be in two places at once, but that doesn’t mean you have to miss out on content. Most sessions will be recorded for sale and orders can be placed on-site and after AOHC. Purchase the online library of conference recordings NOW with your registration and save! For only $129 you will have online access to all recorded sessions! Special advance price is for online library access; other versions such as MP3, CD, or DVD will be available for purchase onsite and following the conference. In addition, after AOHC, a distance learning package will be available for sale that includes CME and MOC credit. The distance learning package will require purchase of the conference recordings, and by buying them now at the special advance price, you’ll be on your way to those hours of additional credit.

Speaker Designation
Speakers who are members of ACOEM are indicated with an asterisk (*) throughout this program. The College would like to take this opportunity to recognize their contributions to ACOEM.

Pre- and Post-Conference Courses
Pre- and post-conference courses are designed to enrich participants’ understanding of concepts and issues related to OEM, giving physicians the knowledge necessary to sustain a competitive edge. Content is driven by research, the latest in regulatory issues, and the expertise of the faculty. Pre-registration is strongly encouraged; a separate registration fee is required.

ACOEM Member Hub
Located adjacent to the AOHC Registration area, the ACOEM Member Hub is your one-stop shop where you can:

- Join as a new member* or renew your current membership and get your membership-related questions answered.
- Pick up your Scratch Off Ticket – you may win free registration to AOHC 2018 in New Orleans!
- Browse the ACOEM Bookstore for the latest books on OEM topics that are specifically tied to the Conference Sessions – everyone receives member pricing on books and merchandise!
- Give back to your profession by making a contribution to the Occupational & Environmental Health Foundation (OEHF), the charitable arm of ACOEM that supports Resident scholarships and other causes.
- Learn how to connect with MyACOEM to maximize the benefits and resources available to you as an ACOEM member, including the Idea Marketplace™ and Knowledge Center.
- Get social with ACOEM – learn how to connect with us via our social media outlets.
- Learn how to apply for Fellow status within ACOEM.
- Become familiar with ACOEM’s valuable member tools and resources.
- Become educated on where to post open positions and/or your resume on ACOEM’s Career Center.
- Have a seat, relax, and collaborate with your peers, away from the crowd.

Your involvement and interest in OEM is what brought you to this conference. Your next step is to join the organization that is responsible for AOHC! Becoming a member of the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM) is your next logical move. Whether you are a physician, non-physician, certified physician assistant, licensed nurse practitioner, nurse, medical student, intern, resident or OEM administrator, ACOEM has the tools and resources to enhance your career, expand the scope of your practice and skillset, and strengthen your professional network. Visit ACOEM’s Member Hub to learn about membership options.

*Visit the ACOEM Member Hub to learn more about our spectacular conference membership pricing.
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About Wynkoop Brewing and the Social Event
Wynkoop is located in the now-trendy area known as LoDo (LOwer DOwntown), just steps from Union Station and Coors Field (home of the Rockies). The main level features seating, patios and a large bar, while upstairs you’ll find the pool hall with pool tables, dart lanes and shuffle boards. For a closer look at the brewing process, tours will be available which include four tasters along the way!

Registration is required for all persons attending the conference, worksite visits, or other educational or social activities.

The AOHC Registration Desk will be located at the Sheraton Denver Downtown Hotel and will be open from Saturday afternoon, April 23 to Wednesday, April 26 at 11:30am for pickup of conference badges, schedules, conference materials, and additional registration and conference information.

TRAVEL TO DENVER
Travelers to Denver may choose to fly into Denver International Airport. www.flydenver.com.

TWEET TWEET! AOHC and Twitter
ACOEM will be using Twitter to communicate late-breaking news and announcements regarding AOHC activities. It's easy to follow what's happening at AOHC by simply following this link – http://twitter.com/aohc. You can also receive these updates via RSS feeds, SMS text messages using your cell phone, or email.

AOHC OPENING RECEPTION IN THE EXHIBIT HALL

Sunday, April 23, 4:00 – 5:45 pm
Join the ACOEM Board of Directors and the Program Planning Committee for the Opening Reception in the exhibit hall, located in across from the AOHC Registration desk in the Plaza Foyer. Network with friends see what exciting products and services the exhibitors are showing, and view the impressive poster presentations. Our food and drink selections will reflect Earth Day and the March for Science, both of which were observed Saturday, April 22 in a park just steps from the Sheraton. Let’s Eat from Earth and Sip for Science! ACOEM wishes to thank the AOHC 2017 exhibitors and acknowledge their part in contributing to the success of the conference. Attendees are encouraged to visit the exhibit hall during the following hours:

Sunday, April 23, 2017
4:00 – 5:45 pm
Exhibit Hall Opening and Reception and Resident Abstract Poster Presentation

Monday, April 24, 2017
8:00 am-5:00 pm
Exhibit Hall Open

8:00-8:30 am:
Complimentary Continental Breakfast

11:45 am-1:15 pm:
Complimentary Lunch

Tuesday, April 25, 2017
8:00 am-3:30 pm
Exhibit Hall Open

8:00-8:30 am: Complimentary Continental Breakfast

AOHC’s exhibits offer attendees the opportunity to learn about the latest developments in scientific research, pharmaceuticals, equipment, supplies, and medical technology. Time spent in the exhibit hall is as rewarding as attendance at a lecture. Only paid AOHC registrants or paid guest registrants with AOHC badges will be permitted in the exhibit hall.

In fairness to those who have rented exhibit space, it is not permitted to have recruiting devices such as posters, business cards, private hospitality suites, or any other recruiting medium in use during AOHC except by those who are officially listed as exhibitors. Employment agencies and their employees or representatives who wish to enter into recruitment efforts at a future AOHC may contact Melanie Stanton, Education and Development Manager, at mstanton@acoem.org.
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OCCUPATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION INFORMATION BOOTH

The Occupational & Environmental Health Foundation (OEHF) is an organization dedicated to keeping all workers healthy and protecting them from injury.

Occupational & environmental physicians have pioneered positive changes to workplace regulations that protect workers: helping to establish child labor laws, limiting working hours, requiring protective equipment and encouraging the use of ergonomic workspaces, among others.

Stop by the OEHF Information Booth to learn more about the Foundation’s mission and about how we are spreading information about the benefits of OEM. Your donation to the OEHF is vital in our efforts to develop programs and conduct innovative research in occupational and environmental health. It is through your generosity and support that we will be able to meet our goals and offer meaningful improvements in this field of health.

MEETING HOTEL

Conference Location
Sheraton Denver Downtown Hotel
1550 Court Place, Denver, CO 80202
(303) 893-3333
www.sheratondenverdowntown.com

Visitor Information
For more information on Denver, go to www.denver.org/aohc2017
And go to the AOHC web page for additional links and local information.

Conference Cancellations/Changes
Cancellation requests must be received in writing by March 27, 2017. Notification by telephone will not be accepted. A refund will be issued minus an administrative fee of $50. No refunds will be issued for cancellation requests received after March 27, 2017.

Full Conference Registration
Full Conference Registration admits you to general and concurrent sessions. Additional fees are required for worksite visits and other, certain meal sessions, social events, and other activities as indicated on the conference registration form. Admission to the Wednesday membership meeting and breakfast, while free to conference registrants, requires registration by Monday, April 24 at 10:00 am, to allow meal arrangements to be made.

One-day Conference Registration
One-day Registration admits you to concurrent sessions for the day in which you are registered only. Additional fees are required for worksite visits and other activities as indicated on the conference registration form.

Pre-conference Courses
Enrollment is limited. Course registration is separate from conference registration. Lunches are not included.

ACOEM Membership Information
Membership information is available by calling the Membership Department at 847/818-1800, ext. 300, or by visiting the ACOEM website at HYPERLINK “http://www.acoem.org/” www.acoem.org or stop by the Membership booth!

Guest Tickets
A registered attendee may purchase a ticket for a personal guest by stopping by the on-site AOHC registration desk or on the pre-registration form. Please note: business colleagues, friends, and family members will not be allowed to enter educational offerings or session rooms without the advance arrangement of AOHC management.

Emergency Contact
Please be sure to indicate your emergency contact information with your registration.

ACOEM Federal ID#
The federal employers identification number (FEIN) for ACOEM is 36-3593614. Some attendees may need this information when requesting funds for payment of conference fees from their employer.
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Special Needs – ADA
AOHC complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Please contact us if you have a disability and/or to inform us of any dietary restrictions.

Consent to Use Photographic Images
Registration and attendance at, or participation in, ACOEM meetings and other activities constitutes an agreement by the registrant to ACOEMs' use and distribution, both now and in the future, of the registrant, or attendee’s image or voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions and audio tapes of such events and activities.

Registrant Mailing List
Exhibitors are an important part of the conference experience. Even if you don’t use particular exhibitors’ products, their participation supports necessary conference costs which helps offset your registration fee and allows ACOEM to provide a better conference experience for you.

The main benefit for exhibitor participation is access to you – onsite as well as before and after the conference. We provide exhibitors with a list of registrants for their use in contacting you to encourage you to visit their booth. Some offer discounts in their promotional message – another benefit to you. Exhibitors are limited to emailing registrants once before and once after the conference and are not allowed to add your information to their contact database for use beyond AOHC 2017.

We appreciate your understanding and support of this common conference practice. If you prefer to have your name removed from the list provided to exhibitors, you may opt out during the registration process. In addition, just prior to the conference, we will make available to conference registrants only, a list of those who are attending – name and company, no address or contact information will be shared. This is a popular feature and facilitates the all-important networking that is so valuable at AOHC.

CONTACT INFORMATION

ACOEM Headquarters
25 Northwest Point Blvd., Suite 700
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Telephone: 847-818-1800
Fax (Registration): 847-818-9265
E-mail: registration@acoem.org

Conference Management
Joyce Paschall, CAE, CMP, Director of Education
E-mail: jpaschall@acoem.org
Telephone: 847-818-1800 ext. 367

Mary Lunn, Conference Coordinator
E-mail: mlunn@acoem.org
Telephone: 847-818-1800 ext. 393

Melanie Stanton, Exhibits Coordinator
E-mail: mstanton@acoem.org
Telephone: 847-818-1800 ext. 306
Disclosure Policy
As a sponsor accredited by the ACCME, ACOEM must ensure balance, independence, objectivity, and scientific rigor in all of its educational activities. In accordance with the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education’s Standards for Commercial Support, all CME providers are required to disclose to the activity audience the relevant financial relationships of the planners, teachers, and authors involved in the development of CME content. An individual has a relevant financial relationship if he or she has a financial relationship in any amount occurring in the last 12 months with a commercial interest whose products or services are discussed in the CME activity content over which the individual has control. Relationship information appears below.

All faculty are reminded that in addition to their disclosures listed here, that they are to verbally announce their disclosures (or lack thereof) at the beginning of their presentation.
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</tr>
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<td>Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td><strong>Claudia Asensio</strong>, DrPH, RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantaleon Group, Guatemala City, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J. Wesson Ashford</strong>, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 226</td>
</tr>
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<td><strong>Karl Auernbach</strong>, MD, FACOEM</td>
</tr>
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<td>Pulse Occupational Medicine, Greece, NY</td>
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<td>Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Eastern Provence, Saudi Arabia</td>
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<td>US Army Public Health Center, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD</td>
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<td><strong>Amy Behrman</strong>, MD, FACOEM</td>
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<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td><strong>Roger M. Belcourt</strong>, MD, MPH, FACOEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Davis, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>James Bencivenga</strong>, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora Health Care, Hartford, WI</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edward J. Bernacki</strong>, MD, MPH, FACOEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell Medical School, Austin, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bruce Bernard</strong>, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC/NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>David I. Bernstein</strong>, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Cincinnati College of Medicine, Cincinnati, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: International Isocyanate Institute (Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kate Bischoff</strong>, SHRM-SCP, SPHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tHRive Law &amp; Consulting, LLC, Minneapolis, MN</td>
</tr>
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<td>Session(s): 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clare Bonnema</strong>, MLIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Board of Preventive Medicine, Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session(s): 110, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wesley David Boose</strong>, MD, MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Naval Hospital Guam, Agana Height, GU</td>
</tr>
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<td>Session(s): 102</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark J. Boquet</strong>, MD, MPH, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dow Chemical Company, Plaquemine, LA</td>
</tr>
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<td>2017 AOHC Program Planning Advisory Panel</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robert M. Bourgeois</strong>, MD, MPH, FACOEM</td>
</tr>
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<td>Bourgeois Medical Clinic, Morgan City, LA</td>
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<td>University of Chicago School of Public Health, Chicago, IL</td>
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National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati, OH
Poster(s): 224

Joyce Paschall, CMP, CAE
ACOEM, Elk Grove Village, IL (Staff)
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Bharat C. Patel, MD, DABIPP, DABPMR, FIPP
Deuk Spine Institute, Melbourne, FL
Session(s): 407
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Suvag Patnaik*
Meharry Medical College, Nashville, TN
Poster(s): 144

Mellisa Pensa*, MD, MPH
Yale Occupational and Environmental Medicine, New Haven, CT
Session(s): 210, 213
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Gabriel C. Pepper*, MD
University of Colorado Occupational Medicine Residency, Aurora, CO
Session(s): 210
 Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

William Brett Perkison*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
University of Texas School of Public Health, Houston, TX
Session(s): 213
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Kent W. Peterson*, MD, FACOEM
Occupational Health Strategies, Charlottesville, VA
Session(s): 216, 221
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Andrew Phillips*, MD, MOH
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Poster(s): 147

Geoffrey S. Plumlee, PhD
US Geological Survey, Reston, VA
Session(s): 313
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Glenn Pransky*, MD, MOcCH, FACOEM
Liberty Mutual Research Institute, Hopkinton, MA
Session(s): 319
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Charles F. Prezzia*, MD, MOH
The Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Session(s): 210
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Luiz Felipe Tolentino Priester*
UNIFAE, São João da Boa Vista, SP, Brazil
Poster(s): 149

Lawrence William Raymond*, MD, FACP, SM, FACOEM
Carolinas Medical Center, Charlotte, NC
2017 AOHC Program Planning Committee
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Jonathan Rees, MD
Colorado State University, Pueblo, CO
Session(s): 301
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

David Rempel*, MD, FACOEM
University of California, San Francisco, CA
Session(s): 206, 214, 401
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships
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Kyla Retzer, MPH
CDC/NIOSH, Denver, CO
Session(s): 302
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Nicholas K. Reul*, MD, MPH
Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, Olympia, WA
Session(s): 409
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

William A. Rice*, MD, MPH, MHA
Army Public Health Center, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD
Session(s): 320
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Scott M. Riester*, MD, PhD
HealthPartners, St. Paul, MN
Poster(s): 150, 151

Mark A. Roberts*, MD, PhD, FACOEM
Exponent, Inc., Chicago, IL
Session(s): 101, 206
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Kristine S. Robinson, MD
West Virginia University School of Medicine/Department of Emergency Medicine, Morgantown, WV
Poster(s): 226

June Hart Romeo, PhD, NP-C
Medina Hospital/Cleveland Clinic, Medina, OH
Poster(s): 227

Cecile Rose*, MD, MPH
National Jewish Health, Denver, CO
Session(s): 313
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Jeremy Rowell, MD
West Virginia University, Department of Emergency Medicine, Morgantown, WV
Poster(s): 228

Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH, FACP
VA, Post-Deployment Health Services, Washington, DC
Session(s): 226
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Mark Russi*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Yale University, Yale New Haven Health System, New Haven, CT
Session(s): 308
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Jonathan Rutchik*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
University of California, San Francisco, CA
Session(s): 231, 317, 405
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Poune Saberi*, MD, MPH
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Session(s): 213
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Daniel G. Samo*, MD, FACOEM
Northwest Medical Group, Chicago, IL
Session(s): 101, 312
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Sadie Sanchez*, MD, MPH
Center for Occupational Safety and Health at Denver Health, Denver, CO
2017 AOHC Program Planning Committee
Session(s): 302, 307
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Oscar L. Sanders*, MD
UC Denver-Anschutz, Aurora, CO
Poster(s): 153

Yusef Sayeed*, MD, MPH, Meng, CPH, CMRO
Deuk Spine Institute, Rockledge, FL
Session(s): 407; Poster(s): 154
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Michael P. Schaefer, MD, R-MSK
Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH
Session(s): 407
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

David Schretlen, PhD
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Session(s): 405
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Paul SchulteNo, PhD
NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Session(s): 103, 213
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Session(s)</th>
<th>Disclosure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyson Schwab*, MS</td>
<td>University of Utah School of Medicine, Bountiful, UT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie V. Schwatka, PhD</td>
<td>Center for Health, Work &amp; Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO</td>
<td>103, 316</td>
<td>Pinnacol Assurance (Grant/Research Support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Senay*, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Sheikh, MD, MS</td>
<td>Rutgers University, New Jersey Medical School, Newark, NJ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Shore, MPH</td>
<td>Center for Health, Work &amp; Environment, Denver, CO</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele D. Smith, PhD, MSN, CRNP</td>
<td>Erickson Living - Ann’s Choice, Warminster, PA</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary Sokas*, MD, MOH, FACP</td>
<td>Georgetown University, Washington, DC</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman Spanjaard*, MD</td>
<td>NVAB (Dutch OcMed Society), Amsterdam, The Netherlands</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark W. Spence, MD, CIH</td>
<td>International Isocyanate Institute, Inc., Midland, MI</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Staton</td>
<td>ACOEM, Elk Grove Village, IL (Staff)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No relevant financial relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James B. Stephenson*, MD</td>
<td>Occupational Health of Pottstown, Pottstown, PA</td>
<td>229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Storey*, MD, MPH</td>
<td>NIOSH/CDC, Morgantown, WV</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaiyapuri Subramaniam, PharmD, MS, FCP, FASHP</td>
<td>Veterans Health Administration, Washington, MD</td>
<td>303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Sully, MD</td>
<td>Deuk Spine Institute, Melbourne, FL</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian C. Svazas*, MD, MPH, FACP</td>
<td>Glen Ellyn, IL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2017 AOHC Program Planning Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Swift*, MD, FACP</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN</td>
<td>108, 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Swinton Robinson, MD, FACP</td>
<td>West Virginia University School of Medicine, Morgantown, WV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James A. Tacci*, MD, MPH, JD, FACP</td>
<td>University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuguang (Grant) Tao*, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Marcelo Targino*, MD, MPH, FACOEM, FACP
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ
Session(s): 308
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Paul Tauriello
Colorado Division of Workers’ Compensation, Denver, CO
Session(s): 411
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Tanisha K. Taylor*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Barnabas Health Corporate Care, Lakewood, NJ
Session(s): 228
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Candace Tefertiller, PT, DPT, NCS
Craig Hospital, Englewood, CO
Session(s): 205
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Liliana Tenney, MPH
Center for Health, Work & Environment, Colorado School of Public Health, Aurora, CO
Session(s): 212, 222
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Professor Julie Thakar, PhD
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
Session(s): 410
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Matthew S. Thiese*, PhD, MSPH
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Session(s): 304, 319
Disclosure: Oregon Health Sciences University and National Academies of the Sciences (Honorarium); NIOSH (Consultant; Grant/Research Support); SafeLane Health, Inc. (Stock Shareholder); University of Utah (Employee)

Richard J. Thomas*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Federal OSHA, Washington, DC
Session(s): 211
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Craig D. Thorne*, MD, MPH, MBA, FACOEM
Erickson Living, Baltimore, MD
2017 AOHC Program Planning Committee
Session(s): 224

Disclosures: No relevant financial relationships

Mary C. Townsend*, DrPH
M. C. Townsend Associates, LLC, Pittsburgh, PA
Session(s): 105
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Molly Tran*, MD, MPH, MA, FACOEM
State University of New York-Downstate School of Public Health, Brooklyn, NY
Session(s): 309
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Wilma Traughber, MSN, RN-BC
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Session(s): 215
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Aaron Tustin*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
OSHA, Washington, DC
Session(s): 211
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Karan Uppal, PhD
Emory University, Atlanta, GA
Session(s): 406
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Mark J. Utell*, MD
University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY
Session(s): 410
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Robert Valuck, PhD, RPh
University of Colorado School of Pharmacy, Aurora, CO
Session(s): 222
Disclosure: RxAssurance Corporation (Other/Co-Founder)

Andrew I. S. Vaughn*, MD, MPH
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Session(s): 215
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Aditi Vyas*, MD
University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL
Poster(s): 157, 158
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Gregory R. Wagner, MD
Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health, Boston, MA
Session(s): 400
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Douglas Ian Walker, BS
Emory University, Atlanta, GA
Session(s): 406
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Rex Spencer Watson*, MD, MS, MOH
University of Utah Rocky Mountain Center for OEH, Salt Lake City, UT
Poster(s): 159

Virginia M. Weaver*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
2017 AOHC Program Planning Committee
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Thomas Wickizer, PhD, MPH
College of Public Health, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH
Session(s): 207
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Douglas Wiegand, PhD
CDC/NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH
Session(s): 211
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Mamie Williams, MPH, MSN
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Session(s): 215
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Dwayne Wilson*, MD
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
Session(s): 210
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Garen Wintemute, MD, MPH
University of California, Davis, CA
Session(s): 229
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Tom Winters*, MD, FACOEM
Occupational Environmental Health Network, Marlborough, MA
Session(s): 104
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Roxana Z. Witter*, MD, MS, MSPH
University of Colorado, Aurora, CO
2017 AOHC Program Planning Advisory Panel
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Collynn Woeller, PhD
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
Session(s): 410
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Eric Wood*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
University of Utah Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health, Salt Lake City, UT
Session(s): 103
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Michael J. Wright
United Steelworkers, Pittsburgh, PA
Session(s): 219
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Jean Xiao*, MD, MSC, MS, FACOEM
Waterfront Medical Services, PC, New York, NY
Session(s): 305
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Mary Yarbrough*, MD, MPH, FACOEM
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Session(s): 108
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships

Larry Yuspeh
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Session(s): 311
Disclosure: No relevant financial relationships
GUIDE TO THE 2017 AOHC EXHIBIT HALL

Exhibit Hall Hours & Highlights

Sunday, April 23
4:00 pm – 5:45 pm
AOHC Exhibit Hall Opening Reception & Resident Abstract Poster Presentations

Monday, April 24
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Complimentary Breakfast
Complimentary Lunch (12:00 Noon)
Refreshment Breaks

Tuesday, April 25
8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Complimentary Breakfast
Refreshment Breaks

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TIME IN THE EXHIBIT HALL

Review the Company/Organization Descriptions that are provided in this guide. Each exhibitor has summarized the resources, products and services they offer.

Mark the exhibitors that you would most like to visit, ensuring your time in the hall remains focused on your goals while attending AOHC.

Be inspired by exploring the exhibit hall. Stop to speak with a company or organization you’re unfamiliar with – you might be surprised at the innovative products and services AOHC exhibitors offer.

Use the AOHC mobile app! Mark the booths that you visited and don’t forget to follow up with organizations that interest you.

The presence of commercial exhibits and/or sponsors at AOHC does not imply endorsement by ACOEM.
## AOHC EXHIBITORS (AS OF 3.20.17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3b Exam</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOEM Career Center</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRM - American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aelius MD - Occupational EHR &amp; Billing</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alere Toxicology</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alteless Medical Laboratory</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Board of Preventive Medicine</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplivox</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson Medical Instruments Co</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings Clinic</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Asbestos Related Disease (CARD)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Vector-borne Diseases</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentra</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Health Resources, Inc</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council for Accreditation in Occupational Hearing Conservation (CAOHC)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocuTAP</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Physicians Insurance Exchange</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Health</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HonorHealth</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Wave</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoTech Inc</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser Permanente/The Permanente Medical Group, Inc</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics Health Incorporated</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLeod Health</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDGuidelines (Reed Group)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medgate Inc</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medlock Consulting</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Direct, Inc</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore Medical LLC</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Library of Medicine</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Health (Agility)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Medical Centers</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novo Nordisk</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Performance Corporation</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM Health Information, Inc</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHD, LLLP</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Laboratories, Inc</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto Trading Inc</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Immunotec</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passport Health</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premise Health</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevea Health</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychemedics Corporation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Dragon Marketing Inc</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResMed</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Strategies Company</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeLane Health, Inc</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Medical</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensia</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOEBOX Audiometry, a division of Clearwater Clinical</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent Healthcare</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleradiology Specialists</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The El Group, Inc</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Houk Group, LLC</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSI Inc</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCHealth Medical Group</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA Executive Education - Fielding School of Public Health</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL EHS Sustainability</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Health Care Recruiting</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. HealthWorks</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaxServe</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venato</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA Staffing Solutions</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolters Kluwer</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOLL Medical Corporation</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3b Exam
Booth #10
3b Exam is the COMPLETE exam solution to streamline and manage your DOT physical forms and medical certificates. We are exclusively focused on delivering leading edge electronic DOT solutions to Certified Medical Examiners (CME’s), Urgent Care Clinics, Occupational Health Practices and Third Party Systems (EMR’s and TPA’s). We provide a DOT solution which includes; Intelligent Data Collection, Document Management, Client Portal and Automatic Reporting to the FMCSA.

115 West 29th St.
New York, NY 10001
Rich Frye
844.222.3926
Rich@3bExam.com
www.3bExam.com

ACRM - American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine
Booth #69
ACRM | American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine an organization of rehabilitation professionals dedicated to serving people with disabling conditions by supporting research that promotes health, independence, productivity, and quality of life; and meets the needs of rehabilitation clinicians and people with disabilities. ACRM’s 94th Annual Conference: Atlanta, GA October 23-28

11654 Plaza America Dr., Ste. 535
Reston, VA 20190
Jared Richard
703.435.5335
jarichard@acrm.org
www.acrm.org

ACOEM Career Center
Booth #70
The ACOEM Career Center is the official career center for ACOEM and is your resource for highly sought after jobs and high quality job applications in the field of occupational and environmental medicine.

6465 S. Greenwood Plaza Blvd., Ste. 400
Centennial, CO 80111
Kristen King
888.884.8242
info@healthecareers.com
www.healthecareers.com/acoem

Aelius MD - Occupational EHR & Billing
Booth #44
AeliusMD specializes in cutting edge, cloud based, occupational EHR Software. In additional our occupational specific billing service, focuses on this unique area of medicine, to get our clients billed correctly, accurately and ON TIME!

2141 Palomar Airport Rd.
Carlsbad, CA 92011
Christy Xavier
916.221.8603
christyxavier@aeliusmd.com
www.aeliusmd.com
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Alere Toxicology
Booth #51
2 Parade St.
Huntsville, AL 35806
Philip Brownell
256.690.2891
Philip.Brownell@alere.com
http://www.aleretoxicology.com

Alere Toxicology is committed to delivering exceptional testing solutions and connected access to toxicology results—thus helping organizations detect, monitor and deter abuse of drugs and alcohol. Our comprehensive programs include laboratory services, rapid drug screening devices, complete IT integration, data management tools, customized training, and more.

Alletess Medical Laboratory
Booth #60
74 Accord Park Dr.
Norwell, MA 02061
Heather Hanley
800.225.5404
info@alletess.us
www.foodallergy.com

Alletess Medical Laboratory has provided allergy and immunology testing services to healthcare practitioners worldwide for over 35 years. We strive to provide unsurpassed laboratory testing and services to our clients. We offer mold, inhalant and food allergy testing. Stop by our booth to find out more about our full range of tests and details of our “show special”.

American Board of Preventive Medicine
Booth #8
111 W. Jackson Blvd., Ste 1340
Chicago, IL 60604
Benson Munger, PhD
312.939.2276
abpm@theabpm.org
www.theabpm.org

The American Board of Preventive Medicine certifies physicians in the specialties of Aerospace Medicine, Occupational Medicine, and Public Health and General Preventive Medicine, as well as the subspecialties of Addiction Medicine, Clinical Informatics, Medical Toxicology, and Undersea and Hyperbaric Medicine. ABPM is a Member Board of the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS).

Amplivox
Booth #31
10393 West 70th St.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
888.941.4208
info@amplivox.us
www.amplivox.us

Amplivox is the SMART CHOICE for your audiometric equipment. We offer the hearing healthcare professionals high quality products at reasonable prices. Featuring a full line of hearing conservation audiometers. www.amplivox.us #888-941-4208
Benson Medical Instruments Co.
Booth #53
314 S. Fourth Ave. S, Ste. 5000
Minneapolis, MN 55415
David Mayou
612.827.2222
sales@bensonmedical.com
www.bensonmedical.com

Seamless solutions means seamlessly integrated systems for occupational health compliance. Come see why the CCA-200mini Plus Audiometer is the leading audiometer for occupational health programs, and why the CCS-200 Plus Spirometer received A ratings from users. Learn the advantages of an integrated system. Benson Medical Instruments Co. designs and manufactures audiometers, spirometers, and software to help companies manage their hearing conservation and occupational spirometry programs.

Billings Clinic
Booth #65
801 North 29th St.
Billings, MT 59101
Rochelle Woods
888.554.5922
physicianrecruiter@billingsclinic.org
www.billingsclinic.com

Seeking physician to join established team. Provide collaborative care while educating patients on prevention in the region’s tertiary referral center. Billings Clinic is nationally recognized for clinical excellence and a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. Billings, Montana recently voted “America’s Best Town of 2016” - Outside Magazine.

Center for Asbestos Related Disease (CARD)
Booth #21
214 East 3rd St.
Libby, MT 59923
Tanis Hernandez
406.293.9274
tanis@libbyasbestos.org
www.libbyasbestos.org

CARD is a non-profit specialty clinic devoted to healthcare, research, outreach and education to benefit all people impacted by exposure to Libby Amphibole. It is CARD’s mission to provide long-term screening, health monitoring, disease diagnosis, specialized asbestos healthcare and counseling to all people impacted by Libby Amphibole.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Vector-borne Diseases
Booth #46
3156 Rampart Rd.
Fort Collins, CO 80521
Anna Perea
970.494.6545
juo1@cdc.gov
www.cdc.gov/Lyme

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Vector-borne Diseases, Lyme and other tickborne diseases prevention booth.
Concentra

Booth #38
5080 Spectrum Dr., Ste. 1200W
Addison, TX 75001
Christie Proctor
972.725.6405
christie_proctor@concentra.com
http://concentra.com

Concentra is a national health care company focused on improving the health of America’s workforce, one patient at a time. Our network of clinicians provide workplace health, urgent care, physical therapy, and wellness services from nearly 600 medical locations and onsites in 40 states.

Corporate Health Resources, Inc.

Booth #2
1375 Piccard Dr., Ste. 275
Rockville, MD 20850
Karen W. Cohen
240.813.2801
Kcohen@chr.com
www.chr.com

CHR has over 28 years of experience and is known as the company you call whether you need a drug screen collection in Wyoming, a DOT exam in Texas, an IME in Denver, and/or periodic exams for your sales force scattered throughout the country. CHR is a nationwide examiner network that provides occupational health exams in all 50 states and many international locations as well.

Council for Accreditation in Occupational Hearing Conservation (CAOHC)

Booth #23
555 E. Wells St., Ste. 1100
Milwaukee, WI 53202
Gabriela Haugen
414.231.8268
ghaugen@caohc.org
www.caohc.org

Advance best practice in occupational hearing conservation worldwide.

DocuTAP

Booth #34
101 S. Phillips Ave., Ste. 300
Sioux Falls, SD 57106
Amber Bryant
605.789.6814
abryant@docutap.com
docutap.com

DocuTAP is a cloud-based, integrated EHR and PM software made specifically, and only, for urgent care. Meaningful Use certified, DocuTAP has customizable provider templates to streamline patient registration and workflow down to the second, including occupational medicine and work comp. Automated coding, reports, and interactive online training provided. RCM available.
Emergency Physicians Insurance Exchange

Booth #36

13620 Lincoln Way, Ste. 230
Auburn, CA 95603
Sandi Thys
916.772.2080
sthys@epixrrg.com
www.epixrrg.com

Emergency Physicians Insurance eXchange Risk Retention Group offers a partnership with independent Emergency Medicine Groups. Founded and managed by emergency physicians, EPIX has a unique insight into the challenges emergency medicine groups face. For further information please contact David Hambright at 888-357-0177, dhambright@epixrrg.com.

Enterprise Health

Booth #20

6302 Constitution Dr.
Fort Wayne, IN 46804
Jeff Donnell
317.313.9544
jdonnell@enterprisehealth.com
enterprisehealth.com

Enterprise Health is the only standard health IT solution that combines occupational health and compliance, clinical care, and employee engagement on a single, highly interoperable, cloud-based platform. Enterprise Health has a proven record with blue-chip clients ranging from Fortune 1000 companies to government agencies — including Federal Occupational Health, a division of Health and Human Services.

HonorHealth

Booth #66

8125 N. Hayden Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Shannon Wainman
480.323.4527
shannon.wainman@honorhealth.com
www.honorhealth.com

HonorHealth, the only locally owned non-profit system in the Phoenix/Scottsdale area, has 5 hospitals, 2 outpatient surgery centers and robust employed physician network. Committed to provide the highest level of personalized care, HonorHealth is recognized as the “Physician’s Choice” network for treating patients and physicians with respect.

H-Wave

Booth #37

5702 Bolsa Ave.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Jim Heaney, Jr.
714.843.0463
lryan@hwave.com
www.hwave.com

The mission of H-Wave is to improve the quality of life by providing healthcare professionals and patients with superior non-invasive and drug-free solutions for the management of pain and restoration of function.
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS

InfoTech Inc.

Booth #11

200-52 Donald St.
Winnipeg, MB R3C 1L6 Canada
Mike Hicks
204.788.1500
mike.hicks@wellnesscheckpoint.com
www.wellnesscheckpoint.com

Wellness Checkpoint is a powerful, online, interactive, multilingual health assessment that extends beyond lifestyle, biometrics and health status to consider the whole person within the context of their work and their life outside of work, including organizational factors and personal challenges that correlate strongly to health and productivity.

Kaiser Permanente/The Permanente Medical Group, Inc.

Booth #54

1800 Harrison St., 7th Fl.
Oakland, CA 94612
Lisa Holthaus
800.777.4912
MDRecruitment.tpmg@kp.org
https://physiciancareers.kp.org/

Kaiser Permanente is recruiting for all specialties. With the Permanente Medical Groups, you’ll find recognition, stability, opportunity, and independence. We can also afford you a high quality of life and a work schedule allowing for time spent with family and friends. Contact (800) 777-4912 or http://physiciancareers.kp.org.

Logistics Health Incorporated

Booth #41

328 Front St. South
La Crosse, WI 54601
Carissa Dembraski
608.782.0404 ext. 4454
cdembraski@logisticshealth.com
www.logisticshealth.com

LHI is care for mission critical. We provide the best in health care for the men and women who keep America safe and running. Established in 1999, LHI is supported by a nationwide network of more than 33,000 medical, dental and behavioral health providers. Learn more about LHI at www.logisticshealth.com.

McLeod Health

Booth #7

555 E. Cheves St.
Florence, SC 29502
Caroline Toniolo
843.992.3488
caroline.jones@mcleodhealth.org
mcleodhealth.org

McLeod Health is a private, non-profit founded in 1906 with nearly 850 physicians, 8,000 employees, 7 hospital campus locations and 800 + beds serving a 16 county area. Program initiated in 1984 as the only hospital associated occupational health program with great industry relationships and contracts in the region. This program services McLeod Health employees and a multitude of local industries.
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS

MDGuidelines (Reed Group)
Booth #52
10355 Westmoor Dr.
Westminster, CO 80021
Peter Green
303.407.0687
pgreen@reedgroup.com
www.mdguidelines.com

ReedGroup's MDGuidelines is the industry's leading health management and workplace productivity solution featuring disability duration tables, predictive modeling, analytic services, and evidence-based Practice Guidelines from the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM). The MDGuidelines solution services healthcare providers, payers and employers. Visit www.mdguidelines.com for more information.

Medgate Inc.
Booth #9
250 Bloor St. E., 9th Floor
Toronto, ON M4W 1E5 Canada
Dina Savana
416.863.6800, ext. 218
dsavana@medgate.com
www.medgate.com

Medgate is the industry's leading Environmental Health and Safety software solution. Our software is developed and implemented by accredited EMS professionals with real world experience.

Medlock Consulting
Booth #1
6306 93rd St.
Lubbock, TX 79424
Nyla Medlock
806.239.6952
Nyla@MedlockConsulting.com
www.medlockconsulting.com

Medlock Consulting specializes in Occupational & Preventive Medicine Corporate, Global Medical Director, Medical Director, Physician and professional placement for global and Fortune 500 companies, hospitals, health care systems and academic settings around the globe. Focused on individual consultations and long-term client relationships, Medlock Consulting along with their companies MDOccHealthConsulting.com and GlobalMedicalDirector.com celebrate the success of physicians, NPs, PAs, RNs, and COHN's everywhere!

Micro Direct, Inc.
Booth #56
803 Webster St.
Lewiston, ME 04240
800.588.3381
sales@mdspiro.com
www.mdspiro.com

Micro Direct offers a complete line of diagnostic tools. Our line includes a complete line of screening and diagnostic spirometers and carbon monoxide monitors for CO poisoning detection or smoking cessation programs. Stop by our booth to see the complete Micro Direct product line and ask about our show specials.
Moore Medical LLC

**Booth #45**

1690 New Britain Ave.
Farmington, CT 06032
Ceynnon Bradley
800.234.1464
ceynnon.bradley@mooremedical.com
www.mooremedical.com

Moore Medical supports medical professionals with products programs and ideas to enhance your organization and improve the health and care of the people you serve. Visit our booth to learn how Moore Medical can help support your organization.

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)

**Booth #22**

Denver Federal Center
W. 6th Ave. and Kipling St.
Denver, CO 80225
Elizabeth Dalsey
303.236.5955
fof2@cdc.gov
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) will be providing the latest information on worker safety and health. NIOSH will also be giving a demonstration of their software program, SPIROLA. This software was designed to help healthcare providers monitor longitudinal lung function of workers.

National Library of Medicine

**Booth #40**

8600 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20894
888.FIND.NLM
custserv@nlm.nih.gov
www.nlm.nih.gov

The National Library of Medicine provides FREE Internet access to environmental health information. Resources include the TOXNET databases; Haz-Map (occupational disease database); Tox Town (guide to toxic chemicals and environmental health); Household Products Database (guide to everyday products); and TOXMAP (U.S. maps showing environmental release of toxic chemicals).

Net Health (Agility)

**Booth #33**

40 24th St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Lisa Peach
800.411.6281, ext. 3557
lpeach@nethealth.com
nethealth.com

AgilityOM® is the only EHR and fully integrated practice management software designed to meet the unique needs of independent and hospital-owned occupational medicine providers-conquer employer protocols, billing complexity, and compliance. Experts in The Art of the Right Fit®, Net Health drives workflow and documentation in more than 3,700 facilities.
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS

Nova Medical Centers

Booth #58

2425 Fountain View Dr., #160
Houston, TX 77057
Hafeeza Kamal
832.328.3193
HafeezaKamal@n-o-v-a.com
n-o-v-a.com

Nova Medical Centers owns and operates over 45 outpatient clinics specializing in occupational medicine in Texas, Tennessee, Georgia, and Indiana. The company’s services are specifically tailored to accommodate the full needs of employers, both public and private.

Novo Nordisk

Booth #30

800 Scudders Mill Rd.
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
Jacqueline Campo
609.786.3991
campojacqueline2@gmail.com
novonordisk.com

As a world leader in therapeutic proteins and specialized health care, Novo Nordisk does more than produce medicines. We work to close the gap between the number of people who need care and those who receive it, and help improve access to adequate health care for people with chronic conditions wherever they live. To learn more, visit NovoNordisk-US.com.

Occupational Performance Corporation

Booth #59

917 E. Prescott
Salina, KS 67401
Brian Richardson
785.825.4444
briarr@pcpworks.com
www.pcpworks.com

The Physical Capacity Profile (PCP) Testing System is used by occupational and human resource professionals for Post Offer or Pre-Placement testing. Utilizing state-of-the-art computerized software, the PCP completes a comprehensive collection of multiple strength measurements. The PCP Testing System is ADA and HIPAA compliant and has successfully undergone EEOC audits.

OEM Health Information, Inc.

Booth #4

8 West St.
Beverly Farms, MA 01915
Curtis Vouwie
978.921.7300
curtis@oempress.com
www.oempress.com

OEM Press is pleased to announce the publication of the NEW Sixth Edition of The DOT Medical Examination – An Unofficial Guide to Commercial Drivers’ Medical Certification, by Natalie P. Hartenbaum, MD, MPH, Editor. Also NEW: Occupational Health Nursing Guidelines for Primary Clinical Conditions, Fifth Edition by Bonnie Rogers, et al.
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS

OHD, LLLP
Booth #16
2687 John Hawkins Pkwy.
Hoover, AL 35244
Carol Apol
205.980.0180, ext. 110
capol@ohdusa.com
www.ohdusa.com

OHD, LLLP Specialized in Occupational Health & Industrial instrumentation and software to help protect your employee's health & manage your occupational risks. Whether you are looking for the Quantifit® Respirator Fit Tester, Noise Dosimeters, or other equipment, we can provide you with a complete solution. With a full service calibration and service department, OHD's goal is to serve each client with excellence and professionalism.

Omega Laboratories, Inc.
Booth #67
400 N. Cleveland Ave.
Mogadore, OH 44260
Kyle A. Hicks
330.628.5748
khicks@omegalabs.net
www.omegalabs.net

Omega Laboratories is the industry leader in hair and oral fluid testing for drugs of abuse. Omega offers a variety of panel options, seamless data integration, competitive pricing, superior client service, and the fastest turnaround time in the industry. Omega's services are used by physicians, clinics, and insurance companies worldwide.

Otto Trading Inc.
Booth #50
1921 Carnegie Ave., Ste. C
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Adem Kutlug
714.540.5595
ottotradeinc@gmail.com
www.unimedmassager.com

Distributor of drug free pain management technology, TENS & EMS.

Oxford Immunotec
Booth #18
700 Nickerson Rd., Ste. 200
Marlborough, MA 01752
1.877.598.2522
requests@tspot.com
www.oxfordimmunotec.com

Oxford Immunotec Global PLC is a global, high-growth diagnostics company focused on developing and commercializing proprietary tests for the management of immune-regulated conditions. The Company’s first product is the T SPOT®.TB test, which is used to test for tuberculosis infection. The T SPOT.TB test has been approved for sale in over 50 countries and has received pre-market approval from the Food and Drug Administration.
**ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS**

**Passport Health**

Booth #47  
8324 E. Hartford Dr., Ste. 200  
Scottsdale, AZ 85255  
Kara Anderson  
480.646.9031  
kara.anderson@passporthealthglobal.com  
www.passporthealthglobal.com

For more than two decades, Passport Health has provided our valued clients with quality, dependable onsite wellness solutions, including vaccinations and health screenings. Travel medicine, exams, and other preventative care services are also available at any of our 270 clinics across North America. Learn more at www.passporthealthglobal.com.

**Prevea Health**

Booth #71  
2710 Executive Dr.  
Green Bay, WI 54304  
Dolly Willems  
920.272.1182  
dolly.willems@prevea.com  
www.prevea.com/joinprevea

As an integrated multi-specialty group, we offer health care for the whole family - from routine doctor visits to specialized care. We even take our medical expertise into area businesses that help their employees stay healthy through our LeadWell™ program. Just as we are committed to high-quality health care, we are passionate about providing excellent customer service.

**Premise Health**

Booth #17  
5500 Maryland Way  
Brentwood, TN 37027  
Molly Stokes  
615.628.9662  
molly.stokes@premisehealth.com  
www.premisehealth.com

We’re Premise Health. We help some of the world’s best companies keep their people at their best, with onsite health programs that align with client needs, goals and benefit strategies. We give organizations new ways to manage ever-rising healthcare costs and stay ahead of the competition.

**Psychemedics Corporation**

Booth #14  
5220 Spring Valley Rd., Ste. 603  
Dallas, TX 75254  
Nia Bosilikwa  
972.490.8001  
niab@psychemedics.com  
www.psychemedics.com

Psychemedics is the largest and leading worldwide supplier of hair drug testing, and our drug testing technology is trusted by organizations who are serious about safety and creating a drug free environment.
Red Dragon Marketing Inc.

Booth #57

40 Water St., Ste. 206
Windsor, NS B0P 1L0 Canada
Lori Cox
902.472.2288
lori@reddragonmarketing.net
reddragonmarketing.net

Red Dragon Marketing Inc. (RDM) is a full-service marketing agency, providing a comprehensive suite of services for small and medium-size businesses in the healthcare and medical industry across North America. RDM guides new businesses through the strategy and branding phases, followed by design and development of traditional and digital marketing asset development including; websites, collateral materials, video, and more.

ResMed

Booth #28

9001 Spectrum Center Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92123
Randy Thinnes
801.721.0761
Randy.thinnes@resmed.com
www.resmed.com

ResMed changes lives with award-winning medical devices and cutting-edge cloud-based software applications that better diagnose, treat and manage sleep apnea, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and other chronic diseases. ResMed is a global leader in connected care, with more than 1 million patients remotely monitored every day.

Risk Strategies Company

Booth #48

One Hollow Ln., Ste. 206
Lake Success, NY 11042
Wesly Guiteau
516.858.2599
wguiteau@dubraski.com
www.Risk-Strategies.com

Risk Strategies Company is a privately held, national brokerage and consultant firm, founded in 1997 and headquartered in Boston. The 24th largest broker in the country with 30 offices nationally, we have a dedicated national health care practice team with an average of 25 years, plus experience in servicing the entire risk portfolio for all types of health care and medical service providers.

SafeLane Health, Inc.

Booth #32

10 Exchange Pl.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Meghann Kopecky
801.440.9267
meghann.kopecky@safelanehealth.com
safelanehealth.com

ExamAssist from SafeLane Health guarantees the BEST DOT exams in the industry. ExamAssist gives assurance that drivers come to the exam prepared, provides guidance without forcing judgments, automatically documents certification decisions, creates a PDF of required forms, integrates with current EMRs, automatically files with FMCSA, and more. Easy. Secure. Consistent.
Select Medical  
**Booth #39**  
680 American Ave.  
King of Prussia, PA 19406  
Paige Marks  
610.992.7152  
pmarks@selectmedical.com  
workstrategies.selectmedical.com

Select Medical provides solutions for workers’ compensation through injury prevention and management programs. Objectives: reduce the frequency and severity of injuries, achieve higher levels of employee productivity, and reduce the employer’s total cost for workers’ compensation and lost work time.

Sensia  
**Booth #19**  
179 N. Broadway, Ste. 200  
Milwaukee, WI 53202  
Robyn Adair  
414.988.7206  
radair@sensiawellness.com  
sensiawellness.com

Engage with patients and expand your practice! With the Sensia Wellness Portal, you can offer health risk assessments and other wellness services. This white-label software:  
- Was developed by physicians  
- Is fully customizable  
- Offers full technology and training support  
- Is HIPAA compliant  
- Is mobile friendly  
Leasing options available!

SHOEOBOX Audiometry, a Division of Clearwater Clinical  
**Booth #72**  
501-1306 Wellington St. W  
Ottawa, ON K1Y 3B2 Canada  
Gina Stefanelli  
613.728.6666, ext. 102  
gina@clearwaterclinical.com  
www.shoebox.md

SHOEOBOX Audiometry is a clinically validated iPad audiometer. Highly portable and ultra-lightweight, it offers both automated and manual testing modes so you can choose the right testing option for your patients and environments. Patient information and hearing health data is backed up to a HIPAA-compliant Data Management system for quick and convenient archiving and management.

St. Vincent Healthcare  
**Booth #62**  
1233 North 30th St.  
Billings, MT 59105  
Alice Davis  
406.237.4001  
alice.davis@sclhs.net  
svh-mt.org

St. Vincent Healthcare in Billings, Montana seeks an Occupational Medicine Physician and offers a position with Medical Directorship, MRO, Independent Evaluations and Work Comp Cases. We serve over 400 companies with a unique balance of direct patient care and medical directorship functions in healthcare, oil refinery, mining and transportation industries.
Focused on quality and service, Teleradiology Specialists offers personalized reports, diagnostic imaging and image archiving with the lowest missed-reading rate in the industry. Our team of board-certified radiologists is available seven days a week for follow-up consults. Licensed in all 50 states.

The El Group, Inc. (EI) is an environmental, health and safety (EHS) consulting firm headquartered in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina with branch offices strategically located throughout the United States. Our diversification of complementing services make us the only call clients ever have to make for comprehensive occupational health and safety and environmental engineering consulting.

The TSI PortaCount® Fit Tester offers real-time fit check to ensure proper fit of all types of respirators, including N95 disposable respirators. The user-friendly design automates the fit test process, maintains records and prints reports to easily accommodate OSHA requirements.

With a focus on personalized care, UCHealth provides unparalleled patient care in the communities we serve throughout Colorado, southern Wyoming and western Nebraska. Our team, comprised of experts in both academic and community medicine, is focused on making a difference in the life of each patient we serve.
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EXHIBITORS

UCLA Executive Education - Fielding School of Public Health

**Booth #29**

650 Charles E. Young Dr. South
Los Angeles, CA 90095
Porchia Toussaint
310.794.7500
ptoussaint@ph.ucla.edu
mphhp.ph.ucla.edu

The UCLA Fielding School of Public Health offers two Executive Education programs for working professionals. The Master of Public Health for Health Professionals (MPH HP) Program provides training in community health, health education, and health promotion emphasizing program planning, implementation, and evaluation. The Executive MPH (EMPH) Program provides a comprehensive healthcare management, clinical leadership, and policy education imparting business, managerial, and leadership skills.

UL EHS Sustainability

**Booth #27**

5000 Meridian Blvd., Ste. 600
Franklin, TN 37067
Kristin McCord
615.567.0323
kristin.mccord@ul.com
www.ulehssustainability.com

UL EHS Sustainability empowers organizations to reduce risk, enhance compliance, and drive measurable business improvement. Its new PURE™ Platform is a full suite of software solutions designed for transparency into the overall health, safety, and sustainability of an organization. More than 2,000 organizations in 20 major industries trust UL's tools. http://www.ulehssustainability.com/

U.S. Army Health Care Recruiting

**Booth #25**

2530 S. Parker Rd., Ste. 215
Aurora, CO 80014
SFC Gabriel Pinto
303.873.0491
gabriel.pinto.mil@mail.mil
goarmy.com

U.S. Army Health Care Recruiting: Looking for health care professionals interested in taking care of today’s soldiers and family members.

U.S. HealthWorks

**Booth #61**

25124 Springfield Ct., Ste. 200
Valencia, CA 91355
Javier Baltazar
661.678.2653
javier.baltazar@ushworks.com
ushealthworks.com

Our Vision: Be the innovative leader in value-based healthcare solutions.
Our Mission: To improve the health & productivity of the American workforce.
Our Values: Deliver quality above all else; treat patients with respect & compassion; exceed expectations; act with integrity; connect & collaborate.
VaxServe
Booth #15

54 Glenmaura National Blvd., Ste 301
Moosic, PA 18507
Sarah Hoffner
570.496.6769
sarah.hoffner@vaxserve.com
www.vaxserve.com

VaxServe Inc. is an Immunization Solutions Provider dedicated to making the world of vaccines less complicated. Because of our expertise in vaccines and strong manufacturer relationships, VaxServe is the one source to address all immunization needs. VaxServe fulfills many contracts, offers additional cost-savings and assists in vaccine management.

Venato
Booth #6

PO Box 7017
Denver, CO 80207
Billy McCafferty
303.800.4593
wmccafferty@myvenato.com
www.myvenato.com

If managing immunizations, fit tests and TB tests for your staff is an administrative scramble, we have the solution. Venato's easy-to-use, cloud-based system provides you insight to know who's missing a requirement today or in the future, report monthly NHSN flu shot data, and proactively manage other occ health activities.

VISTA Staffing Solutions
Booth #3

275 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
1.800.366.1884
facts@vistastaff.com
www.vistastaff.com

VISTA Staffing Solutions is physicians' strategic career partner, helping healthcare's finest work where and when they want, because finding great physicians' dream jobs is our goal. We offer locum tenens and permanent jobs in the US. Please visit VISTAstaff.com or call us directly at 800-366-1884 for more information.

Wolters Kluwer
Booth #35

2001 Market St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Ruth Boyle
215.521.8423
Ruth.Boyle@wolterskluwer.com
www.lww.com

Wolters Kluwer is a leading publisher of medical books, journals and electronic media. We offer an extensive selection for health professionals and students. Please visit our booth to browse our comprehensive product line.

ZOLL Medical Corporation
Booth #13

269 Mill Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Jamie Saltzman
978.421.9655
info@zoll.com
www.zoll.com

ZOLL® Medical Corporation, a leader in medical devices and software solutions, provides AED and CPR products for schools, fitness centers, corporations, churches, and other organizations that accommodate or serve the public. Our clinically advanced, easy-to-use products help lay rescuers and professionals alike respond quickly and effectively to sudden cardiac arrest.
WE HOPE THAT YOU ENJOYED THE AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CONFERENCE
Thank you for attending!

We look forward to seeing you next year:
April 29-May 2, 2018
Hilton Riverside
New Orleans, Louisiana

ACOEM WISHES TO THANK THE AOHC SPONSORS

Lead Sponsors:
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Novo Nordisk

Continental Breakfast, Monday:
Medlock Consulting

Mobile Application:
St. Vincent Healthcare

Schedule-at-a-Glance:
Healthe Systems
SAVE THE DATES

April 29 – May 2, 2018
Hilton Riverside, New Orleans, LA

April 28 – May 1, 2019
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, CA

May 3 – 6, 2020
Washington Hilton, Washington, DC

May 2 – 5, 2021
JW Marriott, Austin, TX